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ABSTRACT

Prasetio wifajri, Teaching speaking for conversalion I level at Mario English
course of Palangka Raya. Thesis. The department of education of study
program of English education of Islamic State College of palangka Raya.
Advisors: l) Dra. Halimah, M.Pd.2) Dakir, M.A.

This study has main goal to describe what are the methods of teaching
speaking for conversation I level implemented by the teacher al Mario English
course of Palangka Raya. This study is important because to know what the
methods that made the successful teaching speaking at Mario English course
Palangka Raya. Problem ofthe study is what arc the methods of rcaching speaking
for conversation I level implemented by the teacher at Mario English cotnse of
Palangka Raya.

This research used Qualitative and subject of this research is English
teacher of conversation I class of Mario English course of Palangka Raya. As
suppo(ing data, it is needed some informants. The informants are some students
taken from conversation I class. To collected the data, the writer uses some
procedures they are: l) Observation, 2 ) Interview, and 3) Documentation. The
data are taken from ten informants, namely the headmaster of Mario English
course and eight students ofconversation I class.

After observed the research for two months, it can be obtained the
methods implemented by the teacher in classroom the writer founded some
methods such as I ). Questioning-answering, 2) Drill method, 3) Assignmenl 4)
Audio-visual method, and 4) Game method. Based on the result of the study, theie
are some suggestions can be given. They are: l) The teacher should be uses
singing method to make situation in the class more enjoyable. 2) The teacher
should be able to m6nage the available time in order that the aim can be achieved
well. 3) The teacher should improve their creativity to crcate an interesting game
in order that the snrdents do not fell borcd.
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CHAPTER I

II{TRODUCTION

A. Brckground of the Study

English is taught as I forcign language in Indonesia. Everything related

to the process of teaching-leaming Englist is always changing. These changes

include goal, materials! methodq material resources, teaching-learning activitieq

instructional mediq educational system, and so florth.

There has been, actually, a lot of efforts made to improve the quality of

education especially in teaching English in Indonesia The efforts are also

followed by the establishment of many informal education institutions, especially

that offer Engtish program. The occurrence of such institutions have been well

welcomed by the people, especially by those who feel that their Engtish

competence were poorly performed. They are such as students, employee,

business person, or even bureaucrat. So, leaming English in the English course

institutions is very popular now.

Whatever the form of institution (formal or informal) is not a matter.

However, the matter is the leamers who follow the course. Most participants who

follow the English course are high-school students. It seems that they need some

extra time to study English. Actually they have already acquired English subject

at their school but they still need this subject outside the schoor hours. what is

the matter? Based on the interview from short observation canied out by the

writer in English coune institutions namely Mario and English Course, all course

leamers (Kids, SD, SMB SMA, and the other institution) consider that their

I
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motivation to follow extra study of English in the course institution is to impmve

their language competence especially how to make them to be able to speak

English.

If the teaching of English at formal education has fulfitled the principles

of teaching English as Foreign Language (EFL), the reasons given by the students

who followed English course above are not "how to make one can speak,'but

"how to speak more fluently". So, the extra time of studying English got by the

students in the course institution actually is just to speed up their English hot to

begin leam English fiom zero.

In formal education, for instance in SMA, the English comp€tence

standard sfesses on the aim of leaming English to develop the students'ability to

communicate by using the language in the forms of oral and written. This ability

of communication mu$ cover the skills of listening speaking reading, and

writing

From goal targeted, the English competence standard is morc

sophisticated, because the skill of English are taught comprehensively without

preccding one language skill to support the other skills. This means the skills are

taught in balance and one skill has same chance supporting other skills, not like

the English competenc€ standard that interactively focus in reading skill.

However, the question is whether the teaching has been efFectivg because so far

the students are still not satisfactory and having extra English class in outside of

school time.
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Mario English course is one of the famous courses at palangka raya

Mario English course used the Diknas curriculum for doing teaching learning

activities in class with the easy material for understand by the students. Motto

Mario English course is "makes English easy,' and it is the strength of Mario

English course between the other English institutions at palangka raya. The

curriculum and materials in Mario English course made for 3 (three) progmm arc

English for kids (Kids I, II, In, and IV), English for adult (Elementary,

intermediate, and advance), and conversation.

Based on the first observation at Mario English course palangka raya, the

writer found the successful of students in leaming speaking. The writer interested

to make research about what the method that implemented by the teacher ther€.

The successful made by English snrdents at Mario English course such as:

intonation, pronunciation, grammiu, fluency, and dictation. According to S|amet

the successful io teaching learning speaking process included intonation,

pronunciation, gmmmat fluancy, and dictation.l Based the reason above, the

researcher is intercs&d in conducting a study entitles : cThe Tcaching Speaking

For Conversetion I Level At Merio English Course of palangka Raya".

t htts//slanet-budiano.blogspot.corr/2ooli/06/pe mbelajararspeating-fua-vrifirrg.lrtml
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B. Problem ofthe study

The problem: l. what are the methods of teaching spea.king for

conversation I (one) level implemented by the leacher at Mario English course of

Palangka Raya?

C. Objective of the study

In line with the pmblem of the study, rhe objective of this study is: To

describe what are the methods of teaching speaking for elementary level that

implemented in Mario English coune of Palangka Raya.

D. Signilicance ofthe study

The result ofthe study hoped to give a kind ofcontribution to the following:

L To the teachers of English, in this case of information dealing with their

teaching English speaking done, this study becomes an evaluation whether

or not their teaching successfully effective to improve students

achievement in learning English. Besides, through this study the

researcher introduces to the teacher who still does not know the

procedures of teaching English as forcign language in the course

institution.

2. To the course institr{ion, in case of this role to impmve students leaming

achievement in outside school, the procedures taken in teaching must be

done based on the procedurcs recommended in teaching English as foreign

language. If it is well implemented, it affects th€ students achievement in
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learning English. Then it also can bring a good credibility for the

institution as the organizer of English Course. So, it can be a special

benefit for the institution.

E. Scope and limitation

This study is only held for the methods of teaching speaking for

conversation I level implemented in Mario English course Palangka Raya. The

matters to b€ investigated are the procedures done in English teaching speaking.

So, this study is only delimited on the observation ofstrategy of teaching

speaking for elementary level mentioned above. The result ofthis study can not be

generalized to all institutions of English Course in Palangka Raya. It means this

study is valid for the institution of Mario English course only.

F. Delinition of the concept

There are some definitions of concept as follows :

l. Teaching : To put attitude and valueg knowledge and basic skill from

someone who has known and understand to other person who does not know

yeL2

2. Method : Really the same rs a prtrcedare, furction, or routirv in

procedural progmmming languages. The only difference is that in object-

oriented programming, a method is always associated with a class.3

2 Sharpbrais. faacftig. hnp://www. sharpbrains.com/blog/20oE/ I 0/06/teaching-is-the-srt-of-
changing-the-brairL/.(online on Monday, 2EB September 2009)

3 Webop,edia.Method.htpy'/urw.webopedis.corVTERIWm/method-htrnl(online on
Mondsy, 286 September 20@)
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3. Speaking : many things - it is thinking of what one wishes to say, choosing

the right words from our vocabulary, putting the words in the proper

grammatical fi'amework, communicating the feelings we havq and so on.a

4. Course : The non formal institutions to help leam the students.

G. Frame of thinking

Chapler I : Introduction, that consists of the background of the study, the

problems of the study, the objectives of the study, the

significance ofthe study, definition of the concep( fiamework

of the thinking, research methodolory, approach and subject of

the study, data collection procedure, validity of the dat& and

data analysis procedure.

Chapter II : Theoretical review consists of prrvious study, the nature of

speaking teaching speaking, strategy in speaking, the problem

of speaking the importance of speaking, micro skill for

speaking.

Chapter III : The rcsult ofthe data is consisted ofthe presentation ofdata

Chapter IV: The closing is consisted of the conclusions and suggestions of
study.

4 
Anne smith, Ph.D.Spakig is bno small

task.http://www.stu$eringhelp.orS/Defaullaspx?tabid=41(online on Monday, 2g6 December
2009)
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H. Approach and Subject of the sttrdy

l. The approach ofthe study

ln this rcsearch, the writer will use qualitative research. According to
Meriam in Creswell state that qualitative research involvcs the fieldwork. The
researcher physically goes to the people, setting, site, or institution to observe or
record behavior in its natural setting.s

In this case, qualitative rcsearch means to find out and describe the

phenomena though the process observed in detail and clearly as reality found in

the method of teaching speaking for conversation I level that implemented in

Mario English course.

2. Subject ofthe study

the conversation I class of Mario English Course Palangka Raya. Based on that

' Johfl Crcswell W, Resecc h Design Q@litarive and guantitaliee Appro@l4s.
Califomia: SAGE Publicatioq inc, I994 p. 145-

6 
Suharsimi Arikunto, Preedur PerplitiaL Suotu Pra&katon Pra*tit, Jayfirta.

PT.Rineka Cipt4 2003, p.145
7 Lexy J. Mdeong Met & Perglition Kyolitatil, Bandung Bina llmlt 2ml, p.90.
' Sugiyono, Mct& Pealitiu, perdidito4 Pendtdikan Kaorrtirotif, &z R&D, Bandung

Alfabera 2007, p.300.

According to Arikunto, "Subjek perclitian adalah subjek yang dituju
untuk diteliti oleh percliti, yaitu subjek yang menjdi pusat perhatiat atau
sasaran peneliti'r lResearch subjert is subject who purposed to researched by the
researcher that is subject who became a target researcher). Then, according to
Bogdan and Biklen in Moleong stated that, " lnformant dimanlaatknr untuk
berbicarq bertukar pikira+ atau membatdingkan suotu kzjadian yang ditemtkan
dari subject lainnya. "7 (Informant needed for talking sharing or comparing in
action that has been found by the other subject).

Correlation with these subjects of this study the writer will use purposive
sampling. Sugiyono stard, "Sample bertujuan adalah teknik pngambilaa sampel
sumber dalo dengan pertimbangon terterrru.'a (purposive sampling is a sample
corr€lation technique ofthe data with a certain consideration).

In this case, the writer choose the subject namely, the English teachers of
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opinion, the writer used one English tcacher to become the sample, because both

teachers r€present the charactcristic ofthe population. As the supporting data, it is

needed some informants. The informants were some students taken from

conversation I class.

I. Data Collection Procedure

In collecting the dat& the writer will use some techniques according to

Sugiyono as follows :

1. Obc€rvetion

According to Sugiyono, observation is the basic of all of knowledge.
Beside that, Marshall stated "though observation, the researcher leams about
behavior and the meaning attactied to those behaviors." e ln this study,

observation is started by general illustration. It purposes to get specific data,

which covers the case as follows:

a. The place or location walt general illustration about drc place condition or

location ofthe study;

b. Subject was teachers and students of Mario English course;

c. Object was the caso that will be researched;

d. Factors were influence the students in studying;

e. Time was available as long as researching chronological;

f. Goal was the result of the research.

The observation ofthe object of the study was done by observed the method

ofteaching speaking that implernented in Mario English course.

" tbid,p.3ot
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2. Iuterview

According to Sugiyono stated, there are three kinds of the interview
namely, structur€d interview, semi structured interview, and unstructured
interview. In this sludy , the writer will use unstructured interview. According to
Sugiyono, "Wawancara tidsk berstrubur adalah wawancara yang bebas dimana

Wrclili tidok menggunalun pedoman wawancara yang telah ters sun secara
sistemotis dan lengkap untuk pengumpulan datanya. Pedoman wnt)arrcara yarg
digunakan hanya berupa garis-garis besar permasalahan yang akon
ditunyakan"L lunstructured interviewing is the free interview whereas the
researcher does not use the guidance interview that has arranged to collect the
data systematically and completely. The guidance interview is used only for the
main features ofthe problem that will be asked).

From this lechnique, the writer asked the information to the informant or

respondent directly. In the way, the writer soen the varieties information about the

problems researched particularly fiom the problem as follows:

a The material in teaching speaking for elementary level that implemented in

Mario English course.

b. The students' methods to improve their ability in speaking.

The teachers' methods to impmve their shrdents' ability in speaking

d. The students' problems in improving their speaking.

e The teachers' strat€S/ to solving the students' problems in improving their

speaking ability.

ln this technique needed interviewer creativity because interviewer acts

as direction of the respondent in answering the question given when interviewer

'o tbid. p.tt7
" tbid. p. 320

According to Sugoyono, interview is a meeting of two persons to
exchange information and idea through questions and responses, resulting in
communication and joint construction of meaning about a particular topic.lo ln
this study, the interview will be done to identiry the information, namely, the
strategli of teaching speaking that implemented in Mario English course.
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go€s on. The writer tried to run the rcspondent to answer the questions. The

interview tried to develop a comfortable condition in order the respondent did not

fe€l they were inlerviewed and in order that they can expross their opinion

naturally. The interview did in formal condition by using noteboolq tape reconder,

video and erc.

3. I)ocumentation

Documentation used to collect the data such as syllabus, material of

teaching speaking for conversation I level implernented in Mario English course.

J. Validity ofthe deta

, The data used to guarantee all of the data observed and investigated by the

writer that relevant with the purpose of the research. A way to get the data

According to Moleong as followsl2 :

a, Triangulation is checking up the validity ofthe data by comparing the sources
of the data until saturdted time;

b. Member check is the writer attempts to involve the information by a
interview in older check between the writer's interpretation with the
informant's view.

c. Peer debriefing discussed the data and the informant collected from various
sources-

12 Lexy J. Moleong, Meto& Penilirian Kuali,atil, p. l2o
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K. Data Analysis procedure

According to Miles and Huberman in Qodir mention there are three

techniques that used to analyzed the rlrta as follows Il:

l. Data collection

The writer studied all of the data will be collecrcd from the fietd and
make a conclusion of the data that can be understood and analysis.

2. Data reduction

In this reduction process, t}e writer did selection and chosen the data that
relevant of the sudy, If focuses on the data directly to solve the problem or to
answer a research. Further, simplicity ofthe data and aranged question.

3. Data display

The result of the data reduction made in rcport systematically that can be
understood and reasonable ofthe data namely gottan in the field by the writer.

4. Conclusion drawing verifting

Data processed such as stages above than they were concluded by using
inductive method after that the conclusion verified by seeing back of the data
rcduction, data display beforc, while and after collecting the dat4 so conclusion
that is taken does not deviate from problems of the study.

t3 AfrIril Qdir, Mc,ologi Risc, Kuatitdil, pedonon Mcl&*at pe,Elilion l/zriai STAIN
Palangka Raya, 1999, p. 86

Data Collection

Data Reduction Data Collection

Conclusion Drawing
/ Verification
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From four techniques of analysis the data above, data collected from

result of observation, interview, and documentation related to the topic of the

study was the method ofteaching speaking implernented in Mario English course

were given code, grouped and chosen to find the relevant data and proper to be

pres€nt. The analysis can be done either while rcsearch was done in the field or

after bac* from the field, in analyzing of qualitative data was found flexibility of

pattem but the mosl impofiant is sensitiveness and sharpness in explaining that is

happened behind the fact from object who is researcher.
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A. Previous study

I . The use of chart media in teaching speaking for second year students of MTs

N-l Model Palangka Raya. Made by : Marlianty. She passed the thesis

examination at STAIN ( The Islamic state college) of palangka Raya in

academic yeat 2006D0O7 .

Based on the rcsult of the study, the writer concluded the use of chart (t!ee

chart) media in teaching speaking was not more effective than without chart

media for second year students of MTs I Model palangka Raya.

2. Analysis of teaching procedure in Mario English course Falangka Raya.

Made by : Sariati. She passed the tiesis examination at UNPAR ( palangka

Raya University) In academic year 20M/2005.

Based on the result ofthe study, the writer concluded the procedurcs in Mario

English course Palangka Raya were not maximal to be implemented, because

the procedures of English teaching which were fulfilled according to the

recommendation of EFL teaching only covered 83 %. This means still l7 %

of activities in EFL teaching prccedures were not fully achieved or unfulfilled

at all.

In this chapter, the wdter would discuss some maters: the principles of

English language teaching, the procedures of teaching English as foreign

\

CHAPTER TI

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
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language, and the strategies of English language teaching. These three topics of

English language teaching are discusses in the separated section.

B. The Principles of English Lenguage Tcaching

Teaching cannot be defined apa( from learning. According to brown

learning is "acquiring or getting of knowledge of a subject or a skill by study,

experience, or instruction".ra From this definition, Brown draws implied

definition of learning to defrne teaching as,,showing or helping someone to leam

how to do something, giving instnrctions, guiding in the study of something

providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand,,.ri Accordingly,

teaching may be defined briefly as transferring knowledge ofa subject or a skill to

the leamer by guiding in the study, sharing experiance, or giving instruction.

Considering English as foreign language, English teaching<spocially in

informal education such as in course institution-must hold the principles of

communicative competence approach (CCA). According to Alwasilah, the

principles of English language teaching which are congruent with the CCA

concept are as follows:

l. The function of language is communication;

2. Contexts of language determine the form of communication;

3. Fluency and intelligibility if relative;

4. Communication is dynamic and interpersonal; and

l4
B.own, H. DouSlas, (1987), Principles Ol Languoge l*arning and Teachi4g. Second

Edotion. Englewood Cliffs, Ncw Jeney : Prent€ce-Hall. Inc.p,6

,t lbid.p.?
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5. Interlanguage, a system in its€lq is a characteristic of foreigr language

learners.l6

Based on the opinion above, the mainly principle of teaching English as

foreign language is communication. ln this case, leamers do not require to study

the language or its system, but they ar€ required how to use the language based on

the contexts of leaming to facilitate communication. Besides that, the fluency and

intelligibility of a language arc not mainly important for the leamers. The most

important thing is the communication interpersonal among the leamers is

dynamic. To practice this, English teachers must have found many interlanguage

errors made by the leamers. This means the leamers still stuck on their first

language systern, but this is the characteristic of foreign language learners.

So, the principles of teaching above, in harmony with the integrated

understanding of the learners and the subject matter to be leame4 can point the

way to successful procedures ofteaching English as foreign lang'r"ge.

C. Stretegie of English Languege Teaching

Teaching strategies are actions, behavion, steps, and techniques used to

achieve instructional objectives. The following tenets arc some strategies that

must be paid attention by the teacher in English teaching to constraint the

classroom procedurcs :

16 Alwasilah, Chaedar, (1997), Potitik Bahasa dan pendidikan. Bandung : Remsja
Rosdakarya.p. 126
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l. Systematic attention is paid to functional as well as structural aspects ofthe

language.

2. Classroom wort is aimed at th€ sihntional and contextualized use of the

language.

3. Teaching and leaming are made observable and transparent through contant

which is made real to the lcamer through picturcs, sketches" diagramg and

other representntions.

4. Attention is focused on $e ability to understand and convey information, that

is, on information transfer.rT

The four fundamenals of teaching strat€gies above should

motivate teachers to suppo( techniques and procedures of teaching. Teaching

techniques arc demonstrated to implement a particular method of teaching

according to the procedures used.

D. Teeching Speeking

Many language leamcrs regard speaking ability as the measure of

knowing a language. These leamers define fluency as the ability to converse with

others, much morr than the ability to rea4 write, or comprehend oral language.

They regard speaking as the most important skill they can acquire, and they assess

their progr€ss in terms of their accomplishments in spoken communication.

From a communicative, pragnratic view of the language classroonl

listening and speaking skills are closely intertwined. More often not, ESL

t1 lbid.p.t28
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curricula that treat oral communication skills will simply be labelled as

"Listening/Speaking" courses. The interaction between these two modes of

performance applies especially strongly to conversation, the most popular

discourse category in the profession. An4 in the classroonq even relatively

unidirectional types of spoken language input (speeches, lecturer, ac) are often

followed or preceded by various form oforal production on the paft ofstudents.

Some of the components of teaching spoken language were covered in

the previous chapter as we looked closely at teaching listening comprehension:

types of spoken language idiosyncrasies of spoken language that make listening

difficult, and listening micro skills that are a factor of the oral code. This chapter

will build on those considerations as we investigate the teaching of oral

communication skills.

l.' Orrl communicrtion skitls in @egogicel rrgelrch -
A review of some of the current issues in teaching oral communication

will help to provide some pempective to more practical considerations that follow

in this chapterrs :

a. Conversationaldiscourse

When someone ask you "Do you speak English?, "They usually mean: can

you carry on a conversation reasonable competently? The benchmark of

successful language acquisition is almost always the demonstration ofan ability to

accomplish pragnatic goal through interactive discourse with other speakers of

I8 Brown, H. Douglas,l}C[ll, Teackrg by ptirEiples: An interntiw approach to
language pedagogt f ed P.267
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the language. The goals and the techniques for teaching conversalion are

extremely diverse, depending on the studentg teacher, and overall context of the

class. Historically, "conversation" classes have ranged from quasi-communicative

drilling to free, open, and sometimes agenda-less discussion among students.

b. Teachingpronunciation

There has beeir some controvercy over the rule of pronunciation work in

a communicative, interactive cours€ of study. Because the ovenphelming majority

of adult leamers will never acquire an accent-free command of a foreign

language, should a language program that emphasizes whole language,

meaningful contexts, and automaticity of production focus on these tiny

phonological details of language. The answers is '!es", but in a different way

fiom what was perceived to be essential a couple of decades ago. This topic will

be taken up later in the chapt€r.

c. Accuracy and fluency

An issue that pervades all of language performance cenfies on the

distinction between accuracy and fluency. In spoken language the question we

face as teacher is: How shall we prioritize the two clearly important speaker goals

of accurate (clear, articulate, grammatically and phonologically correct) language

and fluent (flowing natural) language.

In the mid to late 1970s, egged on by a somewhat short-lived anti-

grammar approach, some teachers tumed away from accuracy issues in favour of

providing a plethora of "natural" language activity in their classroom. The

argument was, of course, that adult second language acquisition should simulate
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the child's first language leaming processes. Our classroom must not become

linguistics coume but mther the locus of meaningfirl language involvemen! or so

the argument went. Unfortunately, srrch classrooms so strongly emphasized the

importance of fluency phonology that many students managed to produce fairly

fluent but barely comprehensible language. Something was lacking.

It is now very clear that fluency and accuracy are both important goals to

pursue in CTL. While fluency may in many communicative language courses be

an initial goal in language teaching, accuracy is achieved to some extent by

allowing students to focus on the elem€nts of phonology, grammar, and discourse

in their spoken output. If you was leaming to play tennis instead of a second

language. This same philosophy would initially get you out on the tennis court !o

feel what it is like to hold the racket, to hit the ball, to serve, etc, and then have

you focus morc cognitively on certain fundamentals. Fluency is probably best

achieved by allowing the "steam" of spoech then as some this speech

spills over beyond comprehensibility, the "riverbanks" of interaction on some

details of phonology, grammar, or discourse can channel the speech on a morc

purposeful course.

The fluently/accuracy issue often boils down to the extent to which our

techniques should be message orientod (or, as some call i! teaching language use)

as opposod to language oriented (also known as teaching language usage). Current

approaches to language teaching lean strongly towatd message orientation with

language usage offering a supporting mle.



d. Affective factors

One of the major obstacles leamers have to overcome in leaming to speak

is the anxiety generated over the risks ofblurting things out that are wron& stupi4

or incomprchensible. Because of the language ago that informs people that '!ou

are what you speak " learners are r€luctant to be judged by hearers. Languag€

learners can put a new twist on Mark Twain's quip that "It is b€tter to ke€p your

mouth closed and have others think you are ignorant than !o open it and rernove

all doubt." Our job as teachers is to provide the kind of warm, embracing climate

that encourages students to speah however halting or broken their attempt may

be.

e. The interaction effect

The greatest diffrculty that leamer encounter in attempts to speak are not

the multiplicity of sounds, words, phrases, and discourse forms that characterize

any languagg but rather the interactive nature of most communication.

Conversations arc collaborative as participants in a process of negotiation of

meaning. So, for the leamer, the matter of what to say a tremendous taslq to b€

sure is often eclipsed by conversations of how to say thing, when to spealq and

other discourse constraints. For example, among the many possible grammatical

sgntenc€s that a leamer could produce in response to a comment, how does that

learner make a choice.

l. Types of spoken language

Several categories werc defined for understanding types of spoken

language. Intermediatc levels of proficiency, most of the efforts of students in oral

20
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production come in the form of conversation or dialogue. As you plan

and implement techniques in your interactive classroom, make sure your students

can deal with both interpersonal (sometimes referred to as interactional) and

transactional dialogue and that they are able to converse with a total stranger as

well as someone with whom they are quite familiar

2. Speaking difficulty

The characteristics must be taken into account in the productive

generation of speech but with a slight twist in that the leamer is now the

producer. Bear in mind that the following characteristics of spoken language can

make oral performance easy as well as, in some cases difticultle :

a. Clustering

Fluent speech is phrasal, not by word. Leamers can organize their output both

cognitively and physically (in breath groups) though such clustering.

b. Redundancy

The speaker has an opportunity to make meaning clearer though the

rcdundancy of language. Learner can capitalize on this feature of spoken

language.

c. Reduced forms

Contractions, elisionq reduced vowels, etc. All from special problems in

teaching spoken English. Students who do not leam colloquial contractions

can sometime develop a stilted, bookish quality of speaking that in tum

stigmatizes them.

tn tbid P.z6i
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d. Performancevariables

One ofthe advantages of spoken language is that the processes ofthinking as

you speak allow you to manifest a certain number of performance hesitationq

pauses, backtracking and corrections.

e. Colloquial language

Make sure your students are reasonably well acquainted with the wordq

idioms, and phrases of colloquial language and that they get practice in

producing these form.

f. Rate ofdelivery

Another salient characteristic of fluency is rate of delivery. One of your tasks

in teaching spoken English is io help leamers achieve an acceptable speed

along with other atributes of fluency.

g. Stress, rhythm, and intonation

This is the most important characteristic of English pronunciation, as will be

explained below. The stress-timed rhythm of spoken English and it is

intonation patterns covey important messages.

h. Interaction

Leaming produce waves of language in a vacuum without interlocutors would

rob speaking skill of it is richest component the creativity of conversational

negotiation.

3. Micro skills of oral communication

One implication of such a list is the importance of focusing on both the

importance of focusing on both the forms of language and the functions of
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language. ln teaching oral communication, we do not limit students' attention to

the whole picturc, even though that whole picture is important. We also help

students to see the pieces right down to the small parts of language that make up

the whole. Just as you would instruct a novice aftist in compositiorL the effect of

colour hues, shading, and brush stroke techniques. So language students need to

be shown the details ofhow to convey and negotiate the wer elusivc meaning of

language.

4. Types ofclassroom speaking performance

With the obvious connection htween listening and speaking six similar

categories apply to the kinds of oral production that students arc expected to carry

out in the classroom.

a. Imitative

A very limited portion of classroom speaking time may legitimately be

spent generating "human tape recorde/' speech, wherc, for examplg learner

practice m intonation contour or try to pinpoint a c€rtain vowel sound. lmitation

of this kind is carried out not for the purpose of meaningfirl interaction, but for

focusing on some particular element of language form.

Table 2.1 Micro skills of ord commuuication

I . Produce chunks of language of difrerent lengths.
2. Orally produce differcnces among the English phonemes allophonic

variants.
3. Produce English stress pattern, wotd in stressed and unstressed positions,

rhythmic structure, and intemational contour.
4. Prcduce reduced forms ofwords and phrases

5. Use an adequale number of lexical units (words) in order to accomplish
pragmatic purposes.

6. Produce fluent speech at diffferent rates of delivery.
7. Monitor ur own oral on and use vafious ies devices uses,
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fillers, self correction, backtracking to enhance the clarity ofthe message.
8. Use gmmmatical word classes (noun, verb, etc) system (tense, agrcement,

pluralisation), word order, pattems, rules, and elliptical form.
9. Produce sp€ech in natural constituents in appropriate phrases, paus6 groups,

breath groups, and sentences.
10. Express a particular meaning in different gra.mmatical forms.
I l. Use cohesive devices in spoken discourse.
12. Accomplish appropriately communicative functions according to situations,

participants, and goals.
l3.Use appropriate registers, implicaturc, pragmatic conversations, and other

sociolinguistic features in face to face conversation.
14. Convey links and connections between events and communicate such

rclations as main idea, supponing idea, new information, givetr information,
generalization, and exemplifi cation.

15. Use facial featues, kinesics, body language, and other nonverbal cues along
with verbal language to covey mcamings.

16. Develop and use a battery of speaking strategies, such as emphasizing key
words, rephrasing, providing a cont€xt for interpreting the meaning of
words" appealing for help, and accurately assessing how well your
interlocutor is understandin

Here are some useful guidelines for successful drills :

l) Keep them short (a few minutes ofa class hour only)

2) Keep them simple (preferably just one point at a time)

3) Keep them "snappy''

4) Make sure stud€nts know why they are doing the drill

5) Limit them phonolory or grammatical points

6) Make sur€ they ultimately lead to communicative goals

7) Do not overuse them

b. Intensive

lntensive speaking goes one step beyond imitative to include any

speaking performance that is designed to practice some phonological or

grammatical aspect of languages. Intensive spea.king can be self initiated or it can
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even form part of some pair work activity, where leamers are,'going over', certain

forms of language,

c. Responsive

A good deal of student speech in the classroom is responsive: short

replies to teacher or student initiated questions or comments. These rcplies are

usually sufficient and do not extend into dialogues. Such speech can be

meaningfu I and authentic:

T : How are you today?

S : Pretty good, thanks, and you?

T : What is the main idea in this essay?

S : The United Narions should have more authority

Sl : So, what did you write for question number one?

52 : Well, I was not surq so I left it blank

d. Transactional(dialogue)

Transactional language, carry out for the purpose of conveying or

exchanging specific information, is an extended form of rcsponsive language.

Conversationq for example, may more of a negotiate natur€ to them than does

rcsponsive speech:

T : What is the main idea in this esmy?

S : The United Nations should have morc authority.

T : Morc authority thao whaf?

S : Than it does right now.

T : What do you mean?
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S : Well, for example, the UN should have the power to force a country like

Iraq to desfoy its nuclear weapons.

T : You do not think dr€ UN has that po,wer now?

S : Obviously not kaq is still manufacturing nuclear bombs.

e. Interpersonal(dialogue)

The other form of conversation mentioned in the previous chapter was

interpersonal dialogue, carried or{ morc for the purpose of maintaining social

rclationships than for the transmission of facts and information. These

conversations arc a little trickier for leamers becausc they can involve some or all

of tlrc following factors.

l) A casual register

2) Colloquial language

3) Emotionally charged language

4) Slang

5) Ellipsis

6) Sarcasm

7) A covert "agenda"

For examplc:

Amy : Hi, Bob, how's it going?

Bob : Oh, so-so.

Amy : Not a great weekend, huh?

Bob : well, far be it from me to criticize, but I'm F€tty milfed about last week.

Amy : What ar€ you talking about?
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Bob : I think you know perfectly well what I'm talking about.

Amy : Oh, that..... How come you get so bent out of shape over something like

that?

Bob : Well, whose fault was it, huh?

Amy : Oh, wow, this is great. Wonderfirl. Back to square one. For crying out

loud, Bob, I thought w€'d settled this beforc. Well, what more can I say?

kamer would need to leam how such features as the relationship

between interlocutors, casual style, and sarcasm are coded linguistically in this

conversation.

5. Extensive(monologue)

Finally, students at intermediate to advanced levels are called on to give

extended monologues in the form of oral report, summarieq or perhaps short

speeches. Here the register is more formal and deliberative. The following list of

features ofconversation that can receive specific focus in classroom instruction:

a) How to use conversation for both transactional and interactional pupose.

b) How to produce both short and long turns in conversation.

c) Strategies for managing hrm talking in conversation, including taking a tum,

holding a tum, and rclinquishing a tum.

d) Strategies for opening and closing conversation.

e) How to initiate and respond to talk on a broad range of topics, and how to

develop and maintain talk on these topic.

f) How to use both a casual style of speaking and a neutral or more formal style.
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g) How to use conversation in dillerent social settings and for different kinds of

social encounters, such as on the telephone and informal and formal social

gatherings.

Strategies for repairing trouble spots in conversatioq including

communication breakdowns and errors of gmmmar or pronunciation.

a) How to maintain fluency in conversation through avoiding excessive pausing

breakdowns, and error of grammar or pronunciation.

b) How to produce talk in a conversational mode, using a conversational register

and syntax.

c) How to use conversational fillers and small talk,

d) How to use conversational routines.

This section specifically intends to discuss classroom activities that aim

at encouraging communication or interaction betwe€n students. The activities

discussed here are just ways of getting students to talk to other in pair or in group.

They also aim to stimulale discussion and information trading transaction Endang

fauziati states there arc 5 activities include role plafing, gnmes, problem solving

songs, and discussion2o.

I . Role playing

One of methods suggested for developing speaking skill is role playing.

That is creating a dramatic situation in classroom, or in a part, simpty acting out

dialogues, but also in part rclabeling objects and people in the room to prepare for

imaginative role playing. Which a teacher might use in prcsenting role playing

2o Faviai endang,Teuhing oJ E Blish as a foreign language
ffEFr.r. Surakafia.Muhammsdiyyah. P. t 27
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exercises to intermediate and advanced classes. In order that students may

conc€ntrate on communicative behaviour as they act out their roleq he advocates

that the situation and key vocabulary be presented to them in advanced, with each

small group charged with working out the role play in its own way. He urges that

the teacher become a skilful listener and observer, noting student errors in word

choice and grammar as they occur, but with holding con€ction ofthe majority of

errors until role playing has been completed.

The role plays, which have been designed, can be presented within a few

minutes and contain a minimum of advanced vocabulary items. There are

minimally desigred in order to allow the students to oreate their own oharacters

fteely, rather than merrly impersonating ones that have alrcady been carcfully

detailed. Consider the following example of role playing :

a. The country and the city

A group of the city and of country dwellers have met to discuss the merits of

living in the city and of living in the country.

b. The offrce meeting

Susie sweet is a salesperson in a big departrnent store. She has told her boss

that he wants a raise. Her boss does not know her work well, so he decided to

have a meeting to discuss the rais€ with Susie, the other employees, and some

other people.

2. Games

Games is one of activities which can help to crtate dynamic, motivating

classes. The reason is that rcal learning takes place when the students, in a relaxed
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atmospherc, participate in activities that rcquire them to use what they have been

drilled on. Games are not only suitable for childrcn but also for adults. Some

examples ofgames as :

a- Circle chat

b. Games based on the combination of incongnrous ideas

c. Games of observation and memorv

3. hoblem solving

Materials which focus on problem solving offer further opportunities for

students to work in pairs or small groups, to share information and opinions on

topics, which are meaningful to them. The primary objeotive in such activities

may change significantly as students' oral proficiency develops. In beginning

classeq for examples, students can be divided into pairs each supplied with

simplified maps illusrating a neighbourhcod or campus arca in the vicinity of the

classroom. Each pair of maps can be designed to pres€nt incomplete but on their

partner's in order to fill in the gaps on their own.

4. Discussion

Group discussion may be composed of three to five students. If zuch

group work is used regularly and introduccd with a carcful explanation of its

propose, the class will be soon accept it as a natural activity. The main aim of

group discussion is to improve fluency, and grammar is probably best allowed to

firnction as a naturally communicative context.
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5. Song

Using songs in EFL classroom, especially speaking one can be both of

enjoyable and educational. Song usually provides a peaceful and happy mood for

the listeners. From a pedagogical standpoin! songs can be incorporated into the

classroom for a variety of reasons. Song can be used as materials for discussion

and paraphrasing. In addition that song cdr be used as a usefirl aid in the leaming

of vocabulary, pronunciation, stuctures and sentence pattem. ln presenting a new

song, we suggest the following steps:

a. lntoduce the song by telling a little about it, for example who is the

composer or the singer.

b. Pass out copies ofthe lyrics to the students or write them on the board. One

variation of this is to pass out sheets which have some word missing (cloze

technique). The students, theq have to listen to song a few times and try to

fill in the missing word.

c. Sing or play the song all way through.

d. Read the lyrics out loud and ask the class questions about the story line, the

vocabulary to check for comprehension.

e. Sing or play the song vene by verse. Let the class listen to each verse beforc

attempting to sing it If sing has a chorus, teach it first, and

f. Sing the whole song through a few times with the class.

Language leamers necd to recognize that speaking involves three areas of

knowledge:
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a. Mechanics (pronunciation, gmmmar, and vocabulary): Using the right words

in the right order with the corrcct pronunciation

b. Functions (transaction and interaction): Knowing when clarity of message is

essential (transaction/information exchange) and when precise undentanding

is not required (interactior/relationship building)

c. Social and cultural rules and norms (turn-taking, rate of speech, length of

pauses between speakers, relative roles of participants): Understanding how

to take into account who is speaking to whom, in what circumstances, about

what, and for what reason.2l

Speaking English is the main goal of many adult leamers. Their

personalities play a large role in determining how quickly and how correctly

they will accomplish this goal. Those who are risk-takers unafi'aid of making

mistakes will generally be more talkative, but with many enors that could

become hard-to.brcak habits. Conservative, shy s0rdents may take a long time to

speak confidently, but when they do, their English often contains fewer errors

and they will be proud of their English ability. It's a matter of quantity vs.

quality, and neither approach is wrong. However, if the aim of speaking is

communication and that does not rEquirc perfect English, then it makes sense to

encourage quantity in your classroom. Break the silence and get students

communicating with whatever English they can us€, corect or not, and

selectively address errom that block communication.

2I hup:/ww*".ncl.c.org/esscr ialVspeaking/goalsspeak.htm
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Speaking lessons often tie in pronuncistion and grammar (discussed

elsewhere in this guide), which are nocessary for effective oral communication.

Or a grammar or reading lesson may incorporate a speaking activity. Either way,

your students will need some preparation before the speaking task. This

includes intrcducing the topic and providing a model of the speech they are to

produce. A model may not apply to discussion-type activitics, in which case

students will need clear and specific instructions about the task to be

accomplished. Then the students will practice with the actual speaking activity.

These activities may include imitating (repeating), answering verbal

cues, interaotive conversation, or an oral presentation. Most speaking activities

inherently practice listening skills as well, such as when one student is given a

simple drawing and sits behind another student, facing away. The firsl must give

instructions to the second to reproduce the drawing. The second student asks

questions to clarifr unclear instructions, and neither can look at each other's

page during the activity. Information gaps are also commonly used for speaking

practice, as are surveys, discussions, and role-plays. Speaking activities abound;

see the Activities and Further Resources sections ofthis guide for ideas.

Here are some ideas to keep in mind as you plan your speaking activities.

a. Content

As much as possible, the content should be practical and usable in real-life

situations, Avoid too much new vocabulary or grammar, and focus on

speaking with the language the students have.

- Conecting Errors
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You need to pncvide appropriate feedback and correction, but don't

interrupt the flow of communication. Take notes while pairs or groups

are talking and address problems to the class after the activity without

embarrassing the student who made the error, You can write the error on

the board and ask who can corrcct it.

Quantity and quality

Addrcss both interactive fluency and accuracy, striving foremost for

communication. Get to know each leame/s personality and encourage

the quieter ones to take more risks.

Conversation strat€gies

Encourage strategies like asking for clarification, paraphrasing, gestures,

and initiating (tey,' 'so,' 'by the way').

Teacher Intervention

If a spea.king activity loses steanL you may need to jump into a role-play,

ask more discussion questionq clarifu your instructions, or stop an

activity that is too difficult or boring.22

E. The Methods In Teeching Lcarning English

l. Direct Method

The arc some definitions of dir€ct method that are explained from some

linguistic. According to Diane Lorcerq

22 
http://writin g.colostate.eduguideVteachi ng/esVspeakin g.cfm
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"As with the Grammar-Translation Metho4 the Direct Method is not

new. lts principles have been applied by language teacher for many

years. Most recently, it was revived as a method the goal of
instruction became leaming how to use a foreign language to

communicate. Since the Grammar-Translation Method was not very

effective in preparing students to use the target language

communicatively, the Direct Method became popular. 23

The Direct Method has one very basic rule: No translation is allowed.

In faot, the Direct Method receives its name from the fact that meaning is to be

conveyed directly in the target language through the us€ demonstration and

visual aids, with no recourse to the $udents' native language.

We will now try to come to an understanding of the Direct Method by

observing an English teacher using it in a sczola media (lowet w,ondary school)

class in Italy. The class has thirty students who attend English class for one hour,

three times a week. The class we observe is at the end of its first year ofEnglish

language instruction in t scaola nedia.

The imposition of the Direct Method as an official method created

many difficulties in the countries which adopted it. In first place, there were few

tcachers trained to use the method. Most of thern had neither the fluency, the

techniqueg nor the energy which the method required. People were also

disillusioned since they felt that this method ncglected the importancc oI

practical and correct use of the spoken language. This method not only required

a teaoher who possessed a perfect mastery of the foreign language, but they

made such claims on his nervous and physical energy a-s to entail pr€mature

t hnp://en.r"itipedia.trgwiki/dirEdnethod(education). (online on Msrch 126 2009)
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exhaustion.2a

More over Richards and Rodgers argued that Direct Method lacked a

rigorous basis in applied linguistic theory. It required teachers who were native

speakers or who had native like fluency in the fortign language. It was largely

dependent upon the teacher's skill, rather then on a textbooh and not all teachers

were proficient enough in the foreign language to change to the principles of the

method.25

The direct metho4 also called the Natural ApproaclL developed

towards the end of the 196 century. It represents arc critical reaction to the

teaching methods of the ancient Crammar Translation Method which produced

knowledge about language rather than knowledge of language. The general goal

of the direct method is to provide learners with a practically useful knowledge of

language. They should leam to speak and understand the target language in

everyday situation.26

The direct method of teaching was developed as a response to the

Grammar-Translation method. It sought to immerse dte leamer in the same way

as when a first language is leamt.

The direct method of teaching was developed as a response to the

Grammar-Translation method. tt sought to immerse the leamer in the same way

as when a firsl language is leamt. All teaching is done in the target language,

"' IbidP. l2i
'5 tbid,P.lis
26 Htp;www-englishraven.com/me*ho&direcl,hEnl
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grammar is taught inductively, there is a focus on spea.king and listening and

only useful 'everyday' language is taught. The weakness in the dircct method is

its assumption that a second language can be leamt in exactly the same way as a

first, when in fact the conditions under which a second language is leamt are

very different.

The dircct metho4 sometimes also called natural method, is a method

for teaching foreign languages tlat refiains from using the learners' native

language and just uses the target language. It was established in Germany and

France around 1900.27

The direct method is a radial change from Grammar-Translation

Method by the use of the target language as a means of instruction and

communication in the language classroom, and by the avoidance ofthe use of

the first language and of translation as a technique. It is a shift from literary

language to the spoken everyday language as the object of early instruction. In

this method, the learning of languages was viewed as analogous to the first

language acquisition, and the learning process involvcd werc often interpr€ted in

term of an association's psychology. The direct method was a first attempt to

make the language leaming situation one of the language use. lt demanded

inventiveness on the part of teachers and led to the development of new

technique of language, such as demonstrations of pictures and objects, the

emphasis on questions and answer, spoken narratives, dictation and imitation,

2' http.www2.uni-wup.p€nal.de/FBY/anglistik/multhaup/method.€lt/u direct method.
Htrnl. 7R. (online on Aril I P 2009)
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l. The Principles of Direct Method

Endang Fauziati explains thal there are some principat principles o{

teaching language using direct method. There principles are described as follow:

a. The goal of the DM is to make students learn how to communicale in the

target language. In order to do this successfully, students should leam to

think in the target language.

b. Students taught using DM need to associate meaning and the target

language directly. To do this, the teacher introduces new target language

words or phrases by demonstrating their meaning through the use of reatita,

pictures, or pantomime. He never translates it into the student's native

language.

c. The syllabus used in the DM is based on situations (for example, at a Banh

Going Shopping in a Classroom, etc.) and topics (such as geography,

money, or weather).

d. Grammar is taught inductively, that iq the students are presented with

examples and they figure out the rules or generalization from the examples.

An explicit grammar rule may never be given.

e. l^anguage is viewed as primarily spoken not written. Therefore, students

study everyday speech in the targ* language.

f. Vocabulary is more emphasized than grammar. Reading and writing

exercises are based on what the students practice orally first. Pronunciation

26 htgr.*rrw.aehs.com,/publ ications/catalog/contenydirect m€thod. PDF
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is also received special attention.2e

In the other definition states ther€ are basic principles:

a. Student leams to think in the target language.

b. Meaning is presented by relating directly to the physical world.

c. Target language is the of instruction and communication in the classroom.

d. Grammar is leamed inductively through listening and speaking activities.

e. Correct pronunciation is ernphasized.

f. The syllabus is arranged semantically according to situations or topics.

g. Spoken language is preferred to written language.

h. The basic unit oflanguage is the sentence.3o

2. Classroom techniques in direct mahod

To have a clearer picture of how direct method is implemented in the

classroom, the followings are or:

a. Lessons begin with a brief anecdote or dialogue in the target language, and

in modern conversational style.

b. This material is first presented orally with actions or pictures.

c. The mother tongue ig never used (i.e. therr is no translation).

d. The preferred type of exercise is a series of questions in the target language

bascd on the anecdote or dialogue and answercd in the target language.

e. Grammar is taught inductively, rule generalization comes only after

a Endang Fauziati, Terchirg o!EElish as tsoreign Laguage, Sufskarb: Muh. Amir
hess, 2002, P. 23

30 htg.eaglishraven.com./methMirect.html. (online on February, 2Et 2009)
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expenence.

f. Verbs are used first and systematically conjugated much later.

g. Advanced students read |iterature for comprehension and pleasure; literary

texts are not analyzed grammatically.

h. The culture associated with the target language is also taught inductively.sr

Some techniques of the direct mcthod you can adapt to your own approach to

teaching. The following expanded review of techniques provides you with

some details which will help you do this. In the other case Diane |arge states

ofclassroom t€chniques in direct method are:

a. Reading aloud

Students take turns reading sections of a passage, play or dialog out

loud. At the end of each student's tum, the teacher uses gestures, pictures,

reality, examples, or other means to make the meaning of the section clear.

Question and answer exercise. This exercise is conducted only in the

target language. Students are asked questions and answer in full sentences so

that they practice new words and grammatical structures. They have the

opportunity to ask questions as well as answer them.

b. Getting students to self-correct

The teacher ofthis class has the students self-conect by asking them to

make choice between what they said and an altemative answer he supplied.

There are, however, other ways of getting students to self-conect. For example,

" tbid,p.lTs
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a teacher might simply repeat what a student has just said, using a questioning

voice to signal to the stude[t that something was wrong with it. Another

possibility is for the teacher to repeat what the stud€nt said, stopping jusf before

the error. The student knows that the next word was lvrong.

c. Conversationpractic€

The teacher asks students a number of questions in the target l-grage

which the students have !o understand to be able to answer correctly. ln the class

observed, the teacher asked individuat students questions about themselves. The

questions contained a particular grammar structurc. Later, the students were able

to ask each other tlreir own que$ions using the same grammatical structure.

d. Fill-in-the-black exercise

This technique has already been discussed in the Grammar-Translation

Method, but differs in its application in the direct method. All the items arc in

the target language, furdrermore, no explicit grammar rule would be applied.

The students would have induced the grammar rule tftey need to fill in the blanks

from cxamples and practice with earlier parts ofthe lesson.

e. Dictation

The teacher reads the passage three times. The first time the teacher

rcads it at a normal spee( while the students just listen. The second time he

reads the passage phrase by phrase, pausing long enough to allow students to

write down what they have heard. The last time the teacher again reads at a

normal specd, and students check their work.
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f. Map drawing

The class included one example of a technique used to give students

listening comprehension practice. The students were given a map. What follows

arc several types of tesching and leaming activities which can be conducted in

direct method:

Reading aloud. Students tako turns reading sections of passage, play, or

dialog out loud. At the end of each student,s turn, the teacher uses gestureq

pictures, realties, examples, or other means to make the meaning ofthe section

clear.

Question and arcwer excrcise. This exercises is conducted only in the

target language. Students are asked questions and answers in full sentences so

that they practice with new words and grammatical structure. They have the

opportunity to ask question as well as answer thern.

Geling students self-cotect. The teacher can have the students self

conect by asking them to make a choice between what they said and an altemate

answer he supplied. There are, however, other wBys of getting students to self-

correct. For example, a teacher might simply r€peat what a student has just sai(

using a questioning voice to signal to the teacher to repeat what the student saiq

stopping just beforc the error. The student knows that the next word was wrong.

CotNersation prrctlice. The teacher asks students a number of questions

in the target language, which the studenls have to understand and to be able to

answer conrctly. The teacher can ask individual students questions about
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themselves. The questions may contain a particular grammatical structure. Later,

the students will be able to ask each other their own questions using the same

grammatical structur€.

Dictation. The teacher reads the passage three times, The first time the

teacher reads it at a normal speed, while the students just listen. The second time

he reads be passage phrase by phrase, pausing long enough to allow students to

write down what they have heard. The lasl time the teacher again reads at normal

speed, and students check their work.

Paragraph wtiting. Tlrc teacher can ask the students to write a

paragaph in their own words a certain topic given by the teacher or the student's

own choice. They could have done this from memory, or they could have used

the reading passage in the lesson as a model.3z

3. Strengths and weaknesses ofdir€ct methd

ln its implementation, direct method has strengths and weakness. They

e The strengths of dircct method

(l) Use of the target language in the classroom. Forming the habit of thinking in

the target language. The use of the target language as a means of instruction

and communication in the classroom contributes geatly to forming the

habits of thinking in the target language, which is necessary in efficient real

communication.

" tbi4P. tol

are:
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(2) Emphasis on language practic€, achieving autonomy in using the target

Ianguage. The emphasis on practice with new language items and on

language skills, rather on language knowledge, is important in achieving

automatically ofusing the target language.

(3) Conforming to the objectives of modem language teaching. The emphasis

on spoken language conforms to the objectives of modem language

teaching. Special attention is paid to pronunciation and intonation is

desirable in teaching spoken language.

(4) Favorable atmosphere of leaming. Regarding listening and speaking as the

basis of reading and writing is strategic in fostering for four skills. Using

full sentences as teaching units makes foreign language leaming more

natural and efficient for students to understand a new text and acquire a

language.33

b. The weakness ofdirect method

There arc also aspects in the dir€ct method, which are not satisfactory:

(l) Overcmphasizing the similarities between first language acquisition and

second language leaming. Overemphasizing the similarities between

naturalistic first language acquisition and classroom foreign language results

in the exclusive use of the target language. The absolve avoidance of the

native tongue occasionally trouble the direct method in the teaohing the

meaning of abstract concepts,

(2) Students' lack of knowledge of the target language grammar. Without

!' Purwono, Direct Merhod.in htp://Purwono.linguistics.blogspor.com/2006/Ol/direct
methodl3.html (online on March 36, 2009) -
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explicit grammar explanation, students lack nocessary knowledge of the

target language, as a result, they tend to pmduce utterance with a lot oI

grammatical mistakes in them.

(3) Very demanding for non-native teacher. The direct method places a high

demand on the teacher. It r€quircs native-sp€aker teachers ot teachers who

have native-speakerJike fluency in the target language.3a

2. Grrmmar Tremletion Method

There are some definitions of Grammar Translation Method that are

explained from some linguists. According to Tarigan, ..Grammar-translation

method basically consists of two combination of method : grammar method and

translation method. Therefore grammar translation method is actually a method

of teaching which analyzed explicitly the rules of language grammar and

vocabulary through the use fianslation".3s

Furthermorg Parcra states that Metode tata bahasa terjemaha adalah

metode pengajaran bahasa yang dimulai dengan pengenalan ksidah-kaidah tata

bahasa, pemilihan jenis kosa kata lertentu, melalotkan satu pomdigna, dor

baru terjemahan .... Kaidoh tata bahaso dihalmlkan sebagai satuon-satuan dan

sering dimasuk*an dalan kalimat-kalimat sebagai contoh.36 (Grammar

Translation Method is the language teaching method which is begun from the

introduction of language grammar, choosing of certain vocabularies, doing a

t' hr(p.w**.Teahingengfisf.org.uk/thinklknowledge.wiki/dircct-method. (ooline on,
March l2h 2009)tt 

Henry Cuntur Ta'i gut, M.lodologi Petgqjoa4 p, 97
'" Jos Daniel Parsr4 Lesikon lstilah pembelaj@.on Bohqsa. luk,[1i,.: Cramedia

Pustaka Utama. 1993, P. 9E
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paradigm, and continued by translating... the language. Grammar is memorized

as units and is often put into the sentences as samples).

The activities in Grammar Translation Method are largely by

translation to and fiom the target language. Grammar rules are to b€ memorized

and long lists of vocabulary leamed by heart. There is littte or no emphasis

placed on developing oral ability.3T From some theories above, it can be

concluded that Grammar Translation Method is a method of language teaching

which focuses the activities on memorizing the rules of language gammar,

vocabularies and translating the words from first language into target language.

I . The Characteristics of Grarnmar-Translation Method

Richards and Rodgers in Tarigan explain that there age some principal

characteristics of teaching language using Grammar-Translation method. Those

principal characteristics are described as follow:

a- Crammar-Translation Method is a way of studying a language that

approaches the language first through detailed anatysis of its grammar rules,

followed by application of this knowledge to the task of translating

sentences and texts into and out of the target language. Therefore, this

method views language leaming as consisting of little more then

memorizing rules and facts in order to understand and manipulate the

morphology and syntax ofthe foreign language.

b. In Grammar-Translation method, reading and writing are the major focus;

11 

.- Language Teahirg Methodt in www.fis-edry'eslweVindex-h.html (online on
August 8s 2oot)
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little or no systonatic attention is paid to speaking and listening.

c. Vocabulary selection is based solely on the reading texts used, In typical

grammar-translation method texts, the gfttmmar rules ale presented and

illustrate4 a list of vocabulary items are pesented with their translation

equivalents, and translation exercises arc prcscribed.

d. The sentencc is the basic unit of teaching and language practice. Much of

the lesson is devoted to translating s€ntences into and out of the target

language.

e. Students are expected to attain high standard in translation, because the high

priority attached to standards ofaccuracy.

f. Grammar is taught deductively+hat is by presentation and study of grammar

rules,, which are then practiced through translation exercises.

g. The student's native language is the medium of instruction. It is used to

explain new items and to enable comparisons to make between the foreigr

language and the student's native language.3s

2. Common Technique in Grammar-Translalion Method

According to Fauzisti, there are some techniques in grammar-

translation method, those are:

a- The Roles ofthe Teacher and the Students

The roles ofthe teacher are very traditional. The teacher is authority in

the classroom. The students do what the teacher to the students. There is little

student initiation and little student-students interaction.

38 Henry Cuntur Tari Ejan, Metodologi Pergajfran,p. 95



b. Translation ofA Literary Passage

Students translate a reading passagp from the target language into their

native language. The reading passage then provides the focus for several classes:

vocabulary and grammatical stsucturc in the passage may be excerpted from

some work from the target liter&ture, or the teacher may write a passage

carefully desiged to include trarticulr grammar rulcs and vocabulary. The

translation may be written or spoken or both. Stsrdents should not translato

idioms and like literalln but rather in a way that shows that they understand their

meaning.

c. ReadingComprehensionQuestions

Students answer questions in the target language based on their

understanding of the r€ading texts.

d. AntonymdSynonyms

Students arc given one set of words and are asked to find antonyms in

tfie reading passage. A similar exercise could be done by asking students to find

synonyms for a particular set of words based on their understanding of them as

they occur in reading passage. Other exercises that ask students to work with the

vocabulary ofthe passage are also possible.

e. Deductive Application ofRules

Grammar rules are presented with examples. Exceptions to each rule

are also noted. Once students understand a rule, they are asked to apply it to

some different examples.

48
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f. Fill in the Blanks

Students are given a series of sentences with words missing. They fill in

the blanks with new vocabulary items or with items of a particular grammar

type, such as prepositions or verbs with difflercnt tenses.

g. Memorization

Students are given list of target languags vocabulary and their native

language equivalents and are asked to memorize them. Students are also

required to memorize grammatical rules and gmmmatical paradigms such as

verb coqlugation.

h. Use Words in Sentences

In order to show that students understand the meaning and used of a

new vocabulary item, they make up sentences in which they used the new words.

i. Composition

The teacher gives the strdents a topic about in the target language. The

topic is based upon aspects of the reading passage of the lesson. Sometimes,

instead of creating a compositiorL students ar€ asked to prcparc a pr€cis of the

reading passage.3e

3. Strengths and Weaknesses of Grammar-Translation Method

In its implementation, grammar-translation method has strengths and

weakn€sses. They are:

!' Endang Fauiati, Teuhing o! English as ,4 Forcign Languoge, Surakarta: Muh,
Amir tress, 2002, P. I 4- I 5
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a. The Strengths of Grammar Translation Method

l) The phraseolory of the tsrget language is quickly explained. Translation is

the easiest way of explaining meaning or words and phrases from one

language into another. Any other method of explaining vocabulary items in

the second language is found time consuming. A lot of time is wasted if the

meanings of lexical items arc explained through definitions and illustrations

in the second language. Further, leamers acquire some short of accuracy in

understanding synonyms in the source language and the target language.

2) Teacher's labor is saved. Since the textbooks are taught through the medium

of the mother tongue, the teacher may ask comprehension questions on the

text taught in the mother tongue. Students will not have much difficulty in

responding to questions on the mother tongue. So, the teacher can easily

assess whether the students have leamt what he has taught them.

Communication between the teacher and the leamers does not cause

linguistic problems. Even teachers who arc not fluent in English can teach

English through this method. That is perhaps the reason why this method

has been practiced so widely and has survived so long.

b, The Weaknesscs of Grammar Translation Method

l) It is an unnatural method. The natural order of learning a language is

listening, speaking, reading and writing. That is the way how the child

leams his mother tongue in natural surroundings. In the Grammar

Translation Method, the tcaching of the second language starts with the

teaching of rcading. Thus, the learning process is reversed. This poses
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problems.

2) Speech is neglected. The Grammar translation Method lays emphasis on

reading and writing. It neglects speech. Thug the students who arc taught

English through this method fail to express themselves adequately in spoken

English. Even at the undergraduate stage they feel shy of communicating

through English. It has been observed that in a class, which is taught English

tfuough this metho4 leamers listen to the mother tongue more than that to

the second/foreign language. Since language leaming involves habis,

formation such students fail to acquire habit of speaking English. Thus' they

have to pay a heavy price for being taught throogh this method.

3) Exact translation is not possible. Translation iq inde€4 a difficult task and

exact translation from one language to another is not always possible. A

language is the result of various customs, traditions, and modes of behavior

of a speech community and these traditions differ from community to

community. There are several lexical items in one language, which have no

synonyms/equivalents in another language. For instance, the meaning ofthe

English word 'table' does not fit in such expression as the 'table of

contents', 'table offigures', 'multiplication table', 'time table' and 'table the

resolution', etc. English prepositions are also difficult to tanslate. Consider

sentences such as'We see with our eyes', 'Bombay is far from Delhi" 'He

died of chorela', He succeeded through hard work'. ln these sentences

'with', 'fiom', 'of, 'through' can be translated into own structure, idiom

and usage, which do not have their exact count€rparts in another language-
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Thus, translation should be considertd an index of one's proficiency in a

language.

4) It does not give pattem Factice. A person can leam a language only when

he internalizes its pattern to the extent that they form his habit. However, the

Grammar translation Method does not provide any such practice to the

learner ofa language. It rather attempts to teach language through rules and

not by use. Researchers in linguistics have proved that to speak any

language, whether native or foreign entircly by rule is quite impossible.

Ianguage leaming means acquiring certain skills, which can be leamt

through practice and not by just memorizing rules. The persons who have

leamt a foreign or second language through this method find it di{Iicult to

give up the habit of first thinking in their mother tongue and than translating

their ideas into the s€cond language. They, therefore, fail to get proficiency

in the second language approximating that in the first language. The

method, therefore, suffers from certain weaknesses for which there is no

rcrnedy.ao

3. The Reading Approach

This approach is selected for practical and academic reasons. For

specific uses of the language in graduate or scientific studies. The approach is

for people who do not travel abroad for whom reading is the one usable skill in a

foreign language. The priority in studying the target language is firs! reading

ability and second, currcnt and/or hislorical knowledge of the country where the

aoPurwanto, Tle Grammar Tror&lation Me thd ir hl@://purwamo
linguistics.blogspoi.Con/2006/01/grammar-translation-mettrodi3.hfnl (online on March 3n,

2009)
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target language is spoken. Only the grunmar necessary for reading

comprehension and fluency is taught. Minimal attention is paid to pronunciation

or gaining conversational skills in the target language. From the beginning a

great amount of reading is done in L2, both in and out ofclass. The vocabulary

of the early rcading passages and texts is strictly controlled for difliculty.

Vocabulary is expanded as quickly as possible, since the acquisition o{

vocabutary is considered more important that grammatical skill. Translation

reappears in this approach as a rcspectable classroom procedure rclated to

comprehension of the written text.

4. Thc Audio-lingurl Method

This method is based on the principles of behavior psychology. lt

adapted many of the principles and procedures ofthe Direct Metho{ in Part as a

reaction to the lack of speaking skills ofthe Reading Approach.

New material is presented in the form of a dialogue. Based on the

principle that language leaming is hsbit formstion, the method fosters

dependence on mimicry, mernorization of set phrases and over-leaming.

Structues are sequenced and taught one at a time. Stsuctural pattems are taught

using repetitive drills. Little or no grammatical explanations arc provided;

gr:rmmar is taught inductively. Skills are sequenced: Listening, speaking,

reading and writing arc developed in order. Vocabulary is strictly limited and

learned in context. Teaching points are determined by contrastive analysis

between Ll and L2. Therc is abundant use of language laboratories, tapes and
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visual aids. There is an extended pre-reading period at the beginning of the

course. Great importance is given to precise native-like pronunciation. Use of

the mothe{ tongue by the teacher is permitted, but discouraged among and by the

students. Successful rcsponses are reinforced; great car€ is taken to prevent

learner errors. There is a tendency to focus on maniputation of the target

language and to disr€gard content and meaning.

5. Community Lenguage Leerning

This methodology is not based on the usual methods by which

languages are taught. Rather the appnrach is pattemed upon counseling

techniques and adapted to the peculiar anxiety and threat as well as the personal

and language problems a person encounters in the leaming of foreign languages.

Consequantly, the leamer is not thought of as a student but as a client. The

native instructors of the language are not considered teachers but, rather are

trained in counseling skills adapted to their roles as language counselors.

The language-counseling relationship begins with the client,s linguistic

confusion and conflict. The aim ofthe language counselor's skill is first to

communicate an empathy for the client's threatened inadequate state and to aid

him linguistically. Then slowly the teacher-counselor sfives to enable him to

arrive at his own increasingly independent language adequacy. This process is

furthered by the language counselor,s ability to e*ablish a warm, understanding

and accepting relationship, thus becoming an "other-language self' for the client.

6. Functional-notionalApproach



This method of language teaching is categorized along with others

under the rubric of a communicative approach. The method strcsses a means of

organizing a language syllabus. The emphasis is on breaking down the global

concept of language into units of analysis in terms of communicative situations

in which they are used. Notions are meaning elements that may be expressed

through nouns, pronouns, verbs, prcpositions, conjunctions, adjectives or

adverbs. The use of particular notions depends on three major factors: a the

functions b. the elements in the situation, and c. the topic being discussed.

F. The General OfThe Study Place

l. The history of Mario Engllsl course Peleugka raya

Mario English course is one of the famous courses at pslangka raya it

causes Mario English course has create some success people likes professor and

doctor. Mario English course made by Mr. M. Syukri. B. He is a Bugis, he came

to Palangka raya because had job in Palangka raya university. Formerly, Mario

English course was founded on September l2th 1986 in Cakra buana sheet and

his house become the class for the teaching. Then, he had the students ofEnglish

course and the teaching learning process has begun, and the t€aching English has

been done.

The term of Mario it self was taken from Bugis language, means

happiness or cheerfulness. In year 1991, Mario English course moved to

Kakatua street number 38. Mario English course had three location for teaching

l. Kakatua skeet Number 38 Palangka raya

55
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2. SDN langkai I l, Dipenogoro stneet Number 56 Palangka raya.

3. SDN Langkai, Ahmad yani street Number 9l

Mario English course is plaoe for help the students who are difficult in

learning English and want to spoak English. At the time, Mario English course

add the other program are Arabic, Mandarin, Japan and Kids English school.

The students in Mario English coune is 80 percent from elernentary, junior high

school, senior high school and 20 percent frorn the other institutions. The

teachers there had 5 persons from sa{ana degree, 2 penons from diploma

degree, and 4 persons from English program sludents. Mario English course use

the Diknas curriculum fot doing teaching leaming activities in class with the

easy material for understand by the students. Motto Mario English course is

"makes English easy" and it is the strangeness Mario English course between the

other English institutions at Palangka raya. The curriculum and materials in

Mario English course made for 3 (three) program arc English for kids (Kids l, II,

IIl, and IV), English for adult (Elementary, intermediate, and advance), and

conversation. Every program had 3 (three month) or 24 (twenty four) for doing

teaching leaming and in final meeting doing test.

In applying the method o[ teaching in Mario English course, the

English teacher always looks at the situation and condition that is adapted with

the materials which are going to be taught. Generally, the methods of teaching

that are always applied are demonstration, speech, drill, question answer, and

giving assignment. The methods above can be applied to the materiats that arc

relevant with the discussion. Each method has weakness and strwrgth. For
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support the application process of the teaching method are the background ofthe

student, facilities, medi4 and so forth.

From the weakness and strength abovg the English teacher always gave

the motivatioq guided the student in order the student had strong motivation in

leaming. The English teacher applied the variation ofthe methods in order that

the purpose ofteaching could be rcached.

2. The condition of the teacher in Merio English coursc pehngke reyr

Tsble 2.2
The list of the teacher in Merio ish course of Pala a

'lhe last educationNo Name
Place of

Bom
Number
of bom Education Program

I ') 3 4 5 6 7

M. Syukri. B Pajalcle
December
316 1958

Malc Sarjana English education

2 Sampil
July 136

1979
Fcmale Sarjana English education

3 Anggriani Anjir
Sarapat

Septembe
r 226
l9E5

Fcmale Sariana English education

4
Tita ttatna

Sari
Palangka

raya
March

2l'h 1984
Fcmalc Sarjana English education

5
Delela
Lestari

Lupu December
27n t9B6 ['emale Sariana English education

6 Yuli Agustin
Palangka

rayS
Au8ust

olbt 98 t
Female Sarjana English education

7 Yusup Rahab
Pslangks

raya
May 246

r985
Male Diploma Mandarin

education

8 M. Sigit. R
Palangka

raya
October
236 t983

Malc Diploma Japan education

9
Taufiq

Warman
Kanang

January
l6n l9i l Malc Sarjana Arabic cducation

Sex
M/F

I

Laily
Rahmiati

n9



ll Slamet
Laswono

l'alu February
I2tnlg9't Malc Sadana English cducation

t2 Dwi Indriani Jakana
May 046

l9E0
Female Sarjana English education

l3 Yulianti PalanSka
raya

July l9d
r9E8

Female Sarjana English education

From the table above, it can be known that the number ofteachers who tqtch in

Mario English course arc 13 (thirteen) persons.

3. The conditionel ofthe studeDts in Mario English course palangka raya

The numbers of the students at Mario English course period 2009 are 529

students from Kakak tua street, 194 from Dipenogoro street, and 154 from A. yani street.

The students consist of Male and Female. The Mario English course institutions contain

of 4 classes. They are convers,atiorL English for kids, English for general, and Bimb€l

TOEFL. Conversation consists oflevel I, level II, level lII, and level lV. English for kids

consists kids I, kids lI, kids III, and kids IV. English for general consist of elementary,

intermediate and advance. For clear€r ofdescription above, it can be seen in table.

Teble 23
The list of the Students rumber in period 2009

Central Kakatua of Palan
Program

Period English
l-anguage

Mandarin
Language

Japanese
l-anguage

Arabic Language

I
January - Marc.tr 133 5 2

II
April - June 98

III
July - September t57

l4t

TOTAL 592 9

58

tv
October - Dec€mber
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Table 2.4
The list of the students number in period 2009

central Di ro Of Pa a

Table 2.5
The list of the students number in period 2009

central A. Yani Pa

4. The condition of buildiag at Merio English course pelangke raya

The buildings of Mario English course palangka raya are

permanent build. They are made tom stone and still good condition. In order to

be clearer, the sketch ofMario English course can be seen below:

Program
Period English

Language
Mandarin
Language

Japanese
Language

Arabic
Language

I
January - March 7t

II
April - June

4E

III
July - September 42

IV
October - December 32

TOTAL 194

Program
Period English

Language
Mandarin
Language

Japanese
Language

Arabic
Language

I
January - March

JJ

II
April - June

57

September
III

Jul t9

IV
October - December 45

TOTAL 154
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Central of Dipenegoro :

Note

I
Dipenogoro street

Mario English course

Set aji street

Central Ahmad yani :

Note :

Tambun bungai street

Ahmad yani srreet

2

I

3
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E
Wahidin street

Mario English coune

PDAM office

From the sketch above and based on observation, Mario English course has

three building for teaching learning were at Kakatua sfi€et, Dipenogoro street, and

Ahmad yani street. Physical buitding of Mario English course has better, because the

writer seen it has been being built such as floor, wall, window, etc.

ln the writer's observation, the condition of building of Mario English course for

teaching leaming of English is good enough. lt can be looked from some of room there

using ac, faq and good interior. Neverdteless, the wrier thought that it sees optimism and

perseverance from institute and society, absolutely Mario English course is able to made

good performance in making alumni likes study in foreign (Sl, 52, and 53) at Englan(

America" New Zealand, etc.

5 Fecilities of Mario Englhh coursc Pelangka raya

Table 1.6

The facilities of Mario E course of a
ExplanationThe sumNo Equipment

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Cood
Good
Good
Good
Cood
Good
Good
Cood
Good

I
250
I Set

5
I
4

2
3

I
I
7
I
J

Computer
Students' tables and chairs
Sofa
Teachers' tables and chairs
Calculator
Cupboard
ATK
AC (air conditioner)
Fan
Room of headmaster
Room ofteachers
Whiteboard
Visitor chair
Telephone

I
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
t0
il
t2
l3
l4
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From the table above it can be known that arc tho supporting facilities

in the process of teaching learning in Mario English course Palangka raya are

good enough. Bul, it must be added with other facilities in order the qualities of

education in Mario English course Palangka raya get improve.

6. Structure organization of Mario English course Palangka raya

SCHEME OF STRUCTURE AT MARIO ENGLISH COURSE OF
PALANGKA RAYA

From the rheme of structure organization at Mario English course

above, the writer described Drs. M. Syukri. B as leader, Nurul as secretary, Siti

as treasurc Sulis as administration sector, and Anggraini, S.pd as technical

sector

KETUA
Drs. M. Syukri. B

SECRETARY
Nurul

TREASURER
Siri

ADMINSTRARTION
SECTOR

Sulis

TECHMCAL
SECTOR

Anggraini, S.pd
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8. The syllabus ofspeaking at Mario English course Palangka raya

The curriculum of Merio E ish course of Pala
allocation

Rcfercnccs
Matcrial

Sub
material

Material
every

meeting
Theory Practice

No

75

minutes

Book /
Handout
lnstructor
Dictionary

What arL
Am

What am I?
Am I driver?

l5
minutes

DTALOCUE
ONE

Rook /
tlandout
Instructor
Dictionary

What i\ ls
Whal is ho?
ls she singer?

l5
minutes

75
minutesII

DTALOGUE
TWO

Book /
Handout
Instruclor
Dictionary

What are
you?

Are you
hungry?

t5
minutes

'1s

minutesIII D[ALOCUE
THREE

What are,

Are

Book /
Handout
lnstructor
Dictionary

Who am I?
Am I &ntist?

l5
minutes

'15

minutes
DIALOGUE

FOUR
Who am.

Am

Book /
Handout
Instructor
Dictionary

Who is
Rahman?
Is he
diligert?

l5
minutes

'15

minutes
DIALOCUE

FIVE
Who is, Is

Book /
Handout
lnstruclor
Dictionary

who are
$ey?
Are they
sn8fl

l5
minutes

75
minutesvt DIALOGUE

srx
Who are,

Are

75

minutcs

Book /
Hafldout
Instmctor
Dictionary

Where arn
I?
Amlin
bus?

l5
minutesv DIALOGUE

SEVEN
wlrcrc am,

Am

Book /
Handout
lnsffuctor
Dictionary

Whcrc is
he?
ls it near?

t5
minutes minutcsvl DIALOGUE

EICHT
Whsre is, Is

Book /
Handout
In$ructor
Dictionary

Wh€re are
you?
Arc you on
stoge?

l5
minutes

75
minutes

DL{LOGUE
NINE

Wherc arc,
IX

Book /
Handout
I nsrudor

when am I

herc?
Aml

l5
minutes

75
minutesx DIALOGUE

TEN
When am,

Am

Table 2.7

t
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hungry? Dictionary

xt DIALOGUE
ELEVEN

l,\y'hen is, ls

When is
Enra here?
Is Rahman
tall?

l5
minutes

75

minutes

Book /
Handout
Inslruclor
Dictionary

XII DIALOGUE
l WEt-VE

Wh€n ore,
Are

When are
you hcre?
Are they
bored?

l5
minutes

75
minutes

Book /
Handout
Instniclor
Dictionary

xlI DIALOGUE
THIRTEEN

How am,
Am

How am [?
Aml
panic?

l5
minutes

75

minut€s

Book /
Handout
lnstructor
Dictionary

xt DIAI,OCIIF:
FOURTEEN

l{ow is, ls
l5

minutes
75

minut€s

Book /
Handout
lnstructor
Diclionary

xv DIALOGUE
FIFTEEN

How 8re,
Are

How are
they?
Are they
married?

t5
minutes

75

minutes

Book /
Handout
Instructor
Dictionary

xv
I

DIAI,OGUE
SIXTEEN

Which am,
Am

Which am
t?
Aml
shorter?

l5
minutes

75
minutes

Book /
Handout
lnstruclor
Dictionary

xv
lt

DlAt.octil-l
SEVENTIjN

Which ir ls

Which is
sw€eter?
Is he
handsome?

l5
miIlutes

75
minutes

Book /
Handout
lnstructor
Dictionary

XV
l

DIAI,OGUI-]
lI(i t t ]'t-tFtN

Which are,
Are

Which arc
lions?
Are these

orange?

l5
minutcs

75
minutes

Book /
Hsndout
Instructor
Dictionary

XI
x

DIALOGUE
NINE'I'EEN

Whose am.
Am

Whose am
t?
Aml
listening?

l5
minutes

75
minutes

Book /
Handout
lnstructor
Dictionary

xx Whose is, Is

Whose is
this?
ls that ou.
teacher?

l5
minutes

75
minutes

Book /
tlandout
Instruclor
Dicti
onar

v

xx
I

DIALoGT]E
TWt'NTY

Whose are,
are

\l/hose begs
are these?

l5
minut€s

75
minutes

Book /
Handout

How is
Linda?
ls that
bridge?

DIALOGUE
TWENTY
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ONE
watching?

lnstructor
Dictionary

xx
II

DIALOCI.JE
TWENTY

TWO

Why am I
late?
Aml
confirse?

l5
minutexi

75
minutes

Book /
Handout
Instructor
Dictionary

)o(
III

DIALOGUE
TWENTY
THREE

Why is, Is

Why is he
bored?
Is Nadiah
beautiful?

l5
minutes

75
minutes

Book /
Handout
Insthrctff
Dictionory

xx
IV

Why 8re,
Are

Why arc you
thirsty?
Arc we so€n?

l5
minutes

'75

minutes

Bdrk /
Handout
lnstructor
Dictionary

9. The references used by the teacher and students

Mario English course used syllabus for teaching speaking at conversation

I. The teaching prooess b€gun at 06.30 to 08.00 p.m. In order the taught process

run smoothly, the teacher expectd to be able to organize the class. The

following was the syllabus of Mario English course of palangka raya. The

r€fercnces used by the teacher wer€ book - Maio English course for

cowersalion 1", handout, and dictionary.

Why am,
Am

DIALOCUE
TWENTY

FOUR
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10. Diagram list of students Mario Engtish course of palangka raya period

2009

160

t40

120

t00

157

r33 140

99

60

40

20 52 l0 30 00

Figure 2.1
Histogram Of Frequency The Numbe r Of Students Mario English Course

At Kakatua Street Palengkr Reye period 201)9

Note :

trI
trI
trI

Mario English course period 2009 from period I are 140, period II are 9g,

period III are 160, and period lV are 140 students from all of the

programs there.

PERIOD I PERIOD II PERIOD III PERIOD IV

English Language

Mandarin [anguage

Japanese l.anguage

From the diagram above, the writer arurlynd the students at

E]
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80

70

60

50

40

30

20

l0

71

48 43

55

00 00 00 00
0

PERIOD I PERIOD II PERIOD III PERIOD IV

Figure 2.2
Histogram Of Frequency The Number Of Students Mario English Course

At Kakatua Street Palangka Raya Period 2fi)9

Note :

! eNcr-rsH LANcuAcE

I rtaeNoanrN LANcuAGE

f].,eraNasE LANGUAcE

From the diagram above, the wfiter analyzed the students at

Mario English course period 2009 from period I are 71, period lt are 48,

period III are 43, and period IV are 33 students from all of the progmms

there.
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70

ffi

50

40

30

20

l0

57

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

MANDARIN LANCUAGE

JAPAN LANCAGE

43

JJ

Figure 2.3
Histogram Of Frequency The Number Of Students Mario English Course

At Kakntua Street Palangka Reya period 2009

oteN

trI
E
E

From the diagram abovg the writer aulralyzed the students at Mario

English course period 2009 from period t are 33, period II 57, period lll
was 19, and period IV is 45 students fiom all of the programs there.

-
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CHAPTER III

THE REST]LT OF Rf,SEARCH AND THE DISCUSSION

A. Thc Methods In Teeching-Learning Sperklng At Mario English Course

Of Palangke Reya

From the first observation to fourth observation and based on the result

of interview with the teacher and students, it was known the tescher at Mario

English course of Palangka raya used some methods in teaching speaking. They

were questioning answering, drill, audio visual metho4 assignment, and game

method. These methods used appmpriately with materials were available in the

handbook ofcuniculum in Mario English course Palangka raya.

The English teacher gave materials r€lated to the discussion and sub

discussion For sp€aking skill, the teacher was necessaq/ to us€ the method of

teaching speaking. It is important for the teacher to know the basic competence,

the teachers' ability, the lcamers, the class condition, facilities" the schedule, and

the str€ngth and the weakness ofa method.

Based on interview with Mr. Sukri as teacher at conversstion I level, The

writer knew he chooses direct communication as method for teaching. It means

he used questioning and answering method. He asked some questions to the

students rclated with material that has given and the snrdents answer it. If

material was not clear, he explained it until the students are able to get it. lt
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means he used drill method. After finish touch the material, he continued to give

assignment (home work) to the students. Before gone home, he gave game.

Beside that he used media likes audio-visual.

The suiability in applying each method depends on the learning material

and supported by tfte other method. The methods used in teaching sp€aking at

Mario English course :

l. Questioning and Answering Method

Based on the observation, the English teacher also used the questioning

and answering method in teaching of speaking at the class of Mario English

Course. This method was done by the teach€r to finish the spoech method.

Teacher gave some questions and the students who want to answer were asked to

raise hand up. The teacher usually offered the other students to answer the

question from their friend. Finally the teacher completed the answer was still

incomplete.

The way ofthe teacher to apply this method was by given the question

meant to get the oral answer or action as the answer for the given question from

the teacher. It was done in order to know whether the students have known the

facts and knowledge given by the teacher, and to know how the process of

assessment used by tfte students or at the effort to complete and deepen the

mastery of leaming the material in order that the objective of teaching can be

reached.
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By using this method, the teacher evaluated the students'

comprehension through the given question. The assessment which was done by

the teacher was called evaluation of procesl because the teacher may know

directly the students' comprehension to the given materials and will be easy to

continue tho next material. Based on the observation, when applying the

qucstioning and answering mcthod. FirstlS the teacher gave same questions to

the students to know whether the students have understood about materials that

explained by the teacher. The given questions were related to the main

discussion such as the conlent of material, the way to speak, and the meaning.

The questions were noonly given to a student, but also for all ofthe students. So

that the teacher can knew which students that have understood or not, b€cause

the students did not have the same ability. Therr wer€ some students that can

understand the material fast and some studonts that have not understood but they

are unwilling to ask.

2. Drill method

Drill method was one of methods used by the English teachers for the

teaching speaking in the teaching leaming process. This method was meant to

exercise the students in order that the knowledge and capability can become the

students' possession and they really maser the knowledge. In other words, this

method was a way to teach the students master the learning material and

cashable to do the task given by he teacher.

In applying drill metho( the studonts should have given the theory

about material will be practiced. Having known the theory, the students were
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asked to pmctice with ttrc guidance from the teacher so that the students become

skilled and comp€tent. This method was used to train the students in speaking,

memorizing, and writing. In this metho4 the English teacher required the

students to speak, memorize, and write. ln the next me€ting, the students were

evaluated. The teacher used this method to exercise the students in order to able

to master the mastery givcs by the teacher.

Based on the observation of the wrircr, the teacher applied the drill

method for the teaching of speaking. Firstly, the teacher finished the explanation

of the material. The teacher asked the students to r€spect such the example has

been demonstrated by the teacher to know their comprchension. The studonts

were trained to practice speaking in front of the class one by one. Then, the

teacher assessed each exercise done by the students to know their ability and

srnoothness in spea.king. The tBacher corrected the students' mistakes in

pronunciation and intonation when speaking. The next, the students corrected

their speaking such exemplified by the teacher.

3. Assignment method

Based on the obscrvation ofthe writer and interview to the teacher and

students, the teacher applied assignment method for the teaching speaking for

conversation I level. Every meeting, after he finish taught the material he

continued to give assignment (home work) to the students about to found the l0

(ten) vooabulary. He gave a letter assignment to the students to wdte down the

vocabulary that had formd. Then in next meeting in first time he asked the
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students to answer the meaning vocabulary that have students find. For example,

the students find the vocabulary is book it means buht. He asked what in the

English 6ztu ?, then the students answer€d 6ooit, the teacher continued to asks

the students, bulat siapa rni ?, students so,id whose book it is ?,the teacher said

buku ini punya dia ?, studeng said, The book is ler.

4. Audio-visual method

Bard on the observation and interview with the teacher and the

sfirdents, the teacher applied audio-visual method for the teaching speaking for

conversation I level. Every mecting he used chard media likes picturc, doll, etc

to teach the material in classroom. Sometimes, he used tape recorder, VCD

(video compact disc), television, and OHP as the media The teacher said it is

made the students not bored in studying in classroom and to improve the

student's comprchension.

5. Games method

Based on the observation and the interview with the teacher and the

students,, the teacher applied games method for the teaching speaking for

conversation I level. After finish the material, he made games to enjoy the

situation. The games were different between this meeting and the last meeting. If

there was a student win the game, he sometime gave the prices.
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Table 3.1

Summarized of method usi tn

No Method
Time

Allocation

I
.,

3

4
5

Questioning and answering method
Drill method
Assignment method
Audio-visual method
Games method

40 minutes
15 minutes
5 minutes
l5 minutes
l5 minutes

40 percent
| 5 percent

l0 percent
l5 percent
l5 percent

Total of time 100 percent

From the table above, it can be known that the dominant method used for

teaching speaking was question-answering method, because this method was

easier to improve the student's ability in speaking than the other method.

B. The Teaching Spcoking For Conversadoa I (One) Level At Mrrio

English Course Of Pelangka Raya

1. That is done by the teacher in procrcs of teaching leerning speaking for

convcrsation I (ooc) level

The process of teaching leaming speaking material that has been

implanented by the English teach€r at conversation I (one) level at Mario

English course of Palangka raya ctnnot be separated from some factors that

influence it such as purpose, allocating of time, giving material, method, media

is used and condition ofenvironment at the process done,

Based on observation begun from the first observation to fourth

observation, the writer would describe it as following:

Percent

90 minutes
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e. TLe first obseryltiotr on Mondry (Scptember 28lr 2009)

Based on lhe observation with Mr. Sukri who was the English teacher,

he taught about how to spell alphabet in Engtish and he rcaching was support for

student names who learn at conversation I (one) class. After that, he asked one

by one the students to spell their alphabet name. Ther; the teacher continued to

next material was how to asking and answering using yes/no question and how

to asking information using information asking used What am (apa) and Am

(apakah).

Besides touch of how to spell in English and how to asking and

answering about something and information used 'khat am and am" in theory,

the teacher applied it in practicc namely it conveyed examples used voice from

native speaker in tape recorder. The taught ofhow to spell in English and how to

asking and answering aboul something and information could be distinctly stated

as follows:

l) Purpme

The English teacher implemented planning in classroom forms a real

purpose will be achieved by him. Based on the observation, he said that purpose

at the beginning prrsentation when he taught the material in classroom as below:

a) The students could speak that how to sp€ll slphab€t in English.

b) The students could speak that how to asking and answering about something

and information.

Analysis of the writer that the Purpose above could be achieved when

the English teacher prepartd his planning in practicing of the words. He also
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explained the material by voice the native speaker in tape recorder that relate to

the lesson. Based on the result of interview with the English teacher, he has

prepantion to teach the material or he did practicing at home beforc he taught it

in classroom. As the English teacher, he should do preparatlons by practicing at

home in order that he could explain the material fluently.

2) Time

lmplementation of the material of how to spell in English and how to

asking and answering about something and information in conversation I (one)

level at Mario English course of Palangka raya was taught by the English

teacher, it is based on the schedule of lesson plan on Monday. The allocating of

time was enough to explain the material namely it was from 07.30 to 08.00 p.m.

(it was on hour and thirty minutes)

Within the allocation of the time was one hour and thirty minutesr most

the students had some questions to the English teacher about how to asking and

answering about something and information using "What am and Am".

3) Material

The material ofhow to spell alphabet in English and how to asking and

answering about something and information was taught by the English teacher,

based on observation, the material about what am (apa) and am (apakah).

4) Media

Based on the observation, the English teacher divided the book Mario

English course for conversation I to the students in classroom. The teacher could

behold examples according in that book. Beside tha! the teacher us€d the tape
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recorder and picture chard as the media in classroom. When the English teacher

explained the material, the studenls keep seeing at that book during the teaching.

5) Method

The English teacher taught the material for one hour. He explained by

drill method, question-answer method, drill, audio-visual method, and game. On

drill method he clarified the material through some examples of the sentence

and exarnples by using chard media and bestowed time to the students some

questions. This situation could assist them to understand problem of that

material and it made between the English teacher and the students communicate

each other. It could be understood by students when the matorials were conveyed

through demonstration based on chard media. Befors he finished teaching, gives

homework to students to make l0 (ten) vocabulary. Then, he finished teaching

on the last time used drill in fiont of classroom.

6) Environment

The condition was outside of classroom appearing comfortable. The

comfortable situation can be seen such as many treeq various flower were

decorating flower garden in front of the class. While the sihntion was inside of

classroom. In classroom using ac (air conditioner), it is make the students enjoy

to learn.

7) Evaluation

Having been leamt the material, the students were given drill in front of

class. The English teacher permitted to make the sentence the students to made a

question using 'lvhat am (apa)" and "Am (apakah)'. Most of students were
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motivated to make a sentenc€ using'l,vhat am (apa)" and "Am (apakah)"

although they were diflerent to form the sentence. This was important for the

English teacher rneasure them in mastering the material.

Table 3.2
Summarizcd of the first obserration

Method

- Drill method
- Qustioning-

anwering
method

- Audio-visual
method
Assignment
method

b. The second obcervation on Wednesday (October tr 200!))

Beforc the teachers continued teach the next material, he asked to the

students about the homework that had given in last time. He asked to the

students one by one. lfthere was student cannot to answers his question, he gave

opportunity to the other students to help answer. Then, continued of the teaching

made some que$ions used "what am (apa)" and "am (apakah)" on Monday

October 28e 2009, he continued the material in making question using '!hat is

(apa) and "is (apakah)". Based on tfie observation, the next material was not

different to another material that English teacher taught on last Monday. To

taught the material the English teacher used telling metho4 question-answer,

drill and assignment. The writer would described it as this following:

Purpose Material Media

l. The students could
speak that how to spell
alphabet in English.

2. The students could
speak that how to
asking and answering
about something and
information.

Am
(apakah)

- Book
- Tape

recorder
- Chard

media
- White

board

What am
(apa)
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1) Purpose

The English teacher explained a statement likes someone, profcssion,

and something. He mentioned at purpose the beginning presentation:

a) The students could make question using "what is (apa)" and answer the

question for example: Whot is slw?, She is student.

b) The students could make question using "is (apakah)" and answer the

question for example: Is lu handsome, Yes / No.

Analysis ofthe writer that the purpose could be implemented to express

conversation to other friends in spoken English. The students must practice to

speak the conversation to other friends in spoken English. The students must

practic€ to speak the sentences in order that they mast€r it and have experiences

to communicate. Based on interview with the English tcacher, he had

preparation in his teaching and the media for the teaching.

2) Time

The English teacher explained a statement likes someone, profession,

and something, he had time was from 06.30 to 08.00 p. m (one hour and thirty

minutes). The allocating of the time was Thursday, it was adding condition of

the students asked about the material. This situation made the students who were

not understand tried to mderst8nd the material conectly,

3) Materiel

Based on observation, the material was taught by the English teacher as

follows what is (apa) and is (apakah).
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4) Media

The English teacher in touch the material above used the whircboard

and picture as the media, If there was the students confused about the material

that has given, the teacher used the whiteboard as the media to help the students

comprehend and dre picture card as the media to made some questions to the

shrdents. For example crocodile picture, "What is it? Is there a crocodile."

5) Environment

The condition of classroom all ofthe time heard not sound of students

who werc studying in the other classroom. Because, the classroom was close

room. The students focused to listen the teacher's teach.

6) Eveluetlons

Explaining the material and some examples were given by the teacher

for one hour and thirty minuteq it made the English teacher evaluate the students

to do homework.

Table 3.3
Summarized of the second obcervation

Purpose Material Media Method

I . The students could
make question using
'Vhat is (apa)" and
answer the question for
example: mut is slv?,
She is stu&nt.

2. The students could
make question using *is

(apakah)" and answer
the question for
example : /s lu
landsome, Yes / No.

What is
(apa)

Is (apakah)

Book
Picture
chard
White
board

- Drill method
- Qustioning-

anwering
method

- Assignment
method
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c. The third observetion on Mondey {October 50 20091

Based on third observation, the given materisl appeaN continuation the

material in last meeting. Before the teacher continued teaches the next material,

he asked to th€ students about the homework that had given in last time. He

asked to the students one by one. If there was student cannot to answers his

question, he gave opportunity to the other students to help answer. The teacher

given the materisl about asking and answering using .,what is (apa) and ls

(apakah)". After that, he asked the students to making the question in English for

exanple "Apakah dia langsingl'then the students answercd ,,ls slc slim ?,,, etc.

lf the students confused to answer, he gavc the oporttmity to the other students

answered to help,

In this case, he taught it by question-answer, drill and assignment. It

could be slated as follow:

l) Purpose

Based on the observation, the English teacher always stated that the

purpose at the beginning time while he was teaching in the classroom. In this

case, he taught the material about how to makes the question using,,What are

(apa)" md "Are (apakah)" was for to asking about something peoplg

profession, etc. The purpos€ could be clarified as follows:

a) The students could made question using ..what are (apa)'and answer the

question for er<ample: What is slu?, Slp is stufunt.

b) The studorts could made question using ..are (apakah)" and answer the

question for exam ple: Is he handsome, yes / No.
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Analysis of the writer this material used to be comprehended by the

students in order that English teacher can implement it and obtain purpos€ that

will be achieved. Based on observation the English writer had prepared the

matErial and the media that will uses in process teaching leaming.

2) Time

The allocating of enough time was very impofant. Moreover the

material used to explain that it could be understood by the students. The English

teacher who taught the material needed the enough time. At this material, he

completed the material that is about how to makes the q\estion lsin1*Iyhat are

(apa)" and "Are (apakah)" was for to asking about something people,

profession, etc with the material in last time likes ,,What am (apa), Am

(Apakah) " and "what is (apa), Is (apalah) ".

3) Material

Based on the observatioq the English teacher used..Mario English course

for conversation I" to leam about how to makes the question using,,Il,hat are

(apa)" and "Are (apakah)" was for to asking about somethin& peoplg

profession, etc as object. The material of the book could be stated as follows

what ar€ (apa) and are (apakah).

4) Media

Based on the observation, the English teacher divided the book Mario

English course for conversation I to the students in classroom, The teacher could

behold examples according in that book. Beside that, the teacher used the audio

visual (TV), whiteboard and picture chard as the media in classroom. When the



English teacher explained the maErial, the students keep seeing at that book

during the teaching.

5) MetM

Based on observatioq the English teacher explained the material about how

to makes the question using "What are (apa)" atrld "Are (apakah),'was for to

asking about something peoplg profession, etc thmugh drill method, question-

answer, assignment aldio-visual method. and game. In this case, the English

teacher tried to explain the material by responsibility and the students were

responsive to explanation from the English teacher. He kept paying attention to

the students who got difliculties through question-answer from the students.

Theru he finished studying by presenting drill must be done by the sudens.

6) Environment

The situation of the teaching was comfortable because the students all ofthe

time did drill in front of classroom. Although they asked some questions for

material but they kept studying in doing ofdrill. The situation was important to

give thern gave the situation and he kept them getting important to do the

exercise as drill.

7) Evaluation

The English teacher all of the time gave praciicing to the students by doing

drill on the lesson as he had explained about dre material. At this evaluation had

benefited his students to recognize the maGrial further till the students could

gain knowledge more about how to made the question using *What are (apa)-

and "Arc (apakah)" was for to asking about something, peoplq profession, etc.

84
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Table 3.4
Summerized of tbe third observation

Material Media Method

l. The students could
making question using
"what are (apa)" and
arswer the question for
example: l,Yhat is she?,
She is stu&nt.

2. The students could
making question using
"arc (apakah)" and
answer the question for
example: Is lv
lwndsome, Yes / No.

What are
(apa)

Are
(apakah)

- Book
- Audio-

visual
(rv)

- Picture
chard

- White
board

- Drill method
- Qustioning-

anwering
method

- Audio-visual
method

- Assignment
method

d. The fourth observation on Wednesday (Octob€r 86 2009)

The English teacher also continued the material about the material

about how to make the question using*ltho am (siapa),, and.An (apakah),,. At

the time, he taught the question using *I/7ro am (siapa),, and *An (apakah),' wu

for to asking about something people, profession, etc. Befor€ the teacher

continued teaches the next material, he asked to the students about the

homework that had given in |ast time. He asked to the students one by one. If

tlere was student cannot to answers his question, he gave opportunity to the

other shrdents to help answer.

Based on the last observation, the English teacher had used question-

answer, drill, and assignment during the teaching. lt was not difference at the

past material before. The wriler would to describe the last material as this

following:

Purpose
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l) Purpose

At the fourdr taught, beforc thc English teacher eontinued the material

about how to madc the que$ion ns+.d,'Who am (siaW),, and.,Am (apakah),'he

mentioned purpose to the students in classroom:

a) The students could made question using.Vho am (siapa)" and answer the

question for example: Wlo am I ?, I am stu&ttt.

b) The students could made question using "An (apakah),, and answer the

question for example Am I tedcr, Yes / No.

Analysis ofthe writer that all of the purpose above could be motivation

for the students who tried to speak each other in English- Based on the interview,

the English teacher prepared the material and the media for the teaching that

material above.

2) Time

The time was neeied for English teacher to taught about the question

using*Who am (siapo)" and"Am (apolah),'was for to asking about something

people, profession, etc, it was 06.30 to 08.00 p. m. (one hour and twenty

minutes). The teaching gave much experience that it could made the teacher

answered the questions Fom the students. They asked the differences this

material and the last malerial-

3) Mrteriel

The material of made the question ur:d *Wn an (siapa),, rrrtd ,,Am

(aWkoh)" is for to asked about something peoplg profession, ac. Based on

observation, the material was taught by the English teacher as follsws what are
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(apa) and are (apakah).

4) Media

The English teacher taught making the question using "Who am

(siapa)" znd *An (apakah)" was for to asked about something, people,

profession, etc by using drill method, question-answer, audio.visual metho4

demonstration, assignment, chard media and whiteboard. Book and whiteboard

using as the media if the students confused to understand the material. It is able

to help them to more give explanation about the material that has given by

orally.

5) Method

The English teacher taught how to make the question :used "Ilho am

(siapa)" and "An (apakah)" was for to asking about something people,

profession, etc by using drill method, question-answer, assignment, and game.

He described the material by explanation and some examples and after the

explanation, he gave demonstration then he permitted the students asking

question to discuss the problem of gerund as subject with question-answer. After

the question-answer, he gave drill which was done in front of classroom.

6) Environment

Based on observation that has done by the writer on October 81 2009,

the condition of classroom was good enough. Because the floor was clean and

the media in good performance and ready then the last meeting. The students in

teaching leaming process in focus because did not disturb likes the voice from

the other class, sounds from motorcycle and car.
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7) Ewluation

The English teacher all of time gavc practicing to the studcnts by doing

question-answer about the material. At this evaluation had benefit because the

students are able to recognize the material further till the students could gain

knowledge more about made the question using "Vln am (siapa)" and "Am

(apakah)" was for to asking about something, people, profession, etc.

Table 2.5
Summerizrd of the fourth obocrvation

Purpose Material Media Method

l. The students could
making question using
"who am (siapa)" and
answer the question for
example: Wla am I ?, I
am studenl.

2. The students could
making question using
"Am (apakah)" and
answer the question for
example: Am I teaclrer,
Yes / No.

Who am
(apa)

Am
(apakah)

Book
Picture
chard
White
board

- Drill method
- Qustioning-

anwering
method

- Audio-visual
method

- Assignment
method
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CHAPTER IV

CLOS['RE

A. Conclusion

Based on the result of research that have been explained in chapter III

about the English teaching speaking methods for conversation I level at Mario

English course Palangka rayq these were several conclusion to be taken, they

were: 1) Questioning and Answering Method. Based on the observation, the

English teacher also used the questioning and answering method in teaching of

speaking at the class of Mario English Course. This method was done by the

teacher to finish the speech methd. Teacher gave some questions and the

students who want to answer are asked to raise hand up. The teacher usually

offered thc othcr students to ansrver the question from their fiiend. Finally the

teacher completed the answer was still incomplete. 2) Drill method. Based on

the observation of the writer, the teacher applied the drill method for the

teaching ofspeaking. Firstly, the teacher finished the explanation ofthe material.

After applying demonstrative metho4 the teacher asked the students to respect

such the example dernonstrated by the teacher to know their comprehension. The

students trained to practice speaking in front ofthe class one by one. Then, the

teacher asstssed each exercise done by the students to know their ability and

smoothness in speaking. The teasher corrected the students' mistakes in

pronunciation and intonation when speaking. The nex! the students con€cted

their speaking such exemplified by the teacher. 3) Assignment method. Based on

the observation of the writer and interview to th€ tEacher and students, the
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teacher applied assignment method for the teaching speaking for conversation I

level. Every meeting, after he finish touch the material he continued to gave

assignment (home work) to the students about to found the l0 (ten) vocabulary.

4). Audio-visual method Based on the observation and interview with the

teacher and the students, the teacher applied audio-visual method for the

teaching speaking for conversation I level. He every meeting uscd chard mcdia

likes picture, doll, etc to teaching in the material in classn:om. Sometimes, he

used tape recorder, VCD (video compact disc), television, and OHP as the

media. The teacher said it is made the students not bored in studying in

classroom and to improve the students' comprehension. 5) Games method.

Based on the observation and tle interview with the teacher and the students, the

teacher applied games method for the teaching speaking for conversation I level.

After finish the malerial, he always made games to enjoy the situation. The

gatnes werc differcnt between this meeting and the last meeting. If there was a

student win the game, he sometime gave the prices.
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B. Suggcstion

Based on the conclusion of the study, therr were somc suggestions

which recommended to the teacher conversation I at Mario English course

Palangka raya. They are:

I . The teacher should uses singing method to make situation in the class more

enjoyable.

2. The teacher should be able to manage the available time in order that the

teaching leaming aim can be achieved well.

3. The teacher should improve his crcativity to create an interesting game in

order that the students do not feel bored.
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THf, INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR THE TEACHER

l. Apa latar belakang pendidikan Bapak scbagai Guru Bahasa Inggris di Mario

English course ?

2. Sudah berapa lama Bapak mengajar di Mario English course ?

3. Bagaimana perkembangan p€ngajaran Bahasa Inggris di Mario sampai

sekarang ?

4. Dimana saja Bapak mengajar selain di Mario English course ?

5. Metode apa saja yang Bapak gunakan dalam mengajar Speaking Bahasa

Inggris ?

6. Bagaimana langkalr-langkah B+ak dalam memilih metode pengajaran

Speaking yang tepat di Mario English course Palangka Raya ?

7. Langkah-langkah apa saja yang Bapak gunakan dalam menerapkan metode

tersebut ?

8. Faldor apa saja yang memp€ngaruhi dalam penggunaan metode ?

9. Media apa saja yang tersedia yang dapat menunjang penggunaan metode

Speaking di Mario English course ?

10. Media apa saja yang Bapak lakukan agar siswa termotivasi untuk belajax

Spea.king Bahasa Inggris ?

I l. Apa saja yang Bapak lakukan agar saja yang Bapak lakukan agar siswa

termotivasi untuk belajar Speaking Bahasa Inggris ?

| 2. Berapa lama alokasi waktu dalam pengajaran Speaking ?

I 3 . Berapa banyak jam tatap muka materi yang di ajarkan pada pelajaran

Spea.king Bahasa Inggris ?



14. Metode apa saja yang di unggulkan dalam pengajaran Speaking di Mario

English Course ?

15. Mangapa meode tersebut di unggulkan ?

16. Apa kesulitan siswa dalam mernahami materi yang di berikan ?

I7. Bagaimana mengatasi masalah yang di hadapi saat mangajar speaking ?

18. Apa Bapak punya semacam reircana pengajaran untuk mengajar ?

19. Apa saja yang Bapak lakukan ketika Bapak mulai masuk kelas / mengajar

sampai habis waktu jam pelajaran ?

20. Bagaimana cara Bapak mengevaluasi / menilai pengajaran Speaking ?

2l . Pernahkah ada tamu the native speaker ?

22. Bagaimana penugasan kepada siswa untuk penguasaan materi ?

\



THE INTERYIEW GUIDE FOR THE HEADMASTER

I . Apakah di Mario English course pernah diadakan pclatihan atau penataran

Guru Bahasa Inggris ?

2. Pada tahun berapa Mario English coune didirikan ?

3. Apa tujuan Mario English course didirikan ?

4. Bagaimana keaklifan Guru dalam mengajar ?

5. Bagaimana kondisi siswa yang belajar di Mario English course ?

6. Bagaimana kondisi bangunan di Mario English course ?

7. Bagaimana struktur organisasi di Mario Engtish course ?

8. Bagaimana kudkulum pengajaran di Mario English course ?

9. Bagaimana silabus pengajaran di Mario English course ?

10. Apa saja referensi yang digunakan Guru dan Siswa di Mario English course ?

I l. Bagaimana kondisi Guru yang mengajar di Mario ?

12. Adakah penghargaan lain kepada Guru selain honor tetsp yang mereka terima

? misalnya kesanpatan pelatihan, THR dan lainnya ?



THE INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR THE STUDENTS

l. Apakah anda selalu manyenangi pclajaran Bahasa Inggris ?

2. Apakah kalian mengulangi pelajaran Bahasa Inggis yang di pelajari di Mario

English course di rumah ?

3. Apa anda selalu mengerjakan PR/Tugas ?

4. Apa andajelaV mengerti materi yang di ajarkan Guru di kelas English

course ?

5. Apakah bahasa yang di gunakan Guru dalam mengajar Bahasa Inggris ?

6. Apa kalian punya buku paket dan kamus ?

7. Metode apa saja yang bapak Guru gunakan dalam mengajar Speaking bahasa

lnggris ?

8. Apa kesulitan anda dalam memahami materi yang di berikan ?

9. Bagaimana cara anda mengatasi kesulitan tersebut ?

10. Apakah anda senang belajar di Mario English course ?

I l. Buku, bahan, materi Bahasa Inggris apa saja yang kamu punya ?

12. Apa hubungan materi kursus dengan materi di Sekolah ?



Figure I
The English teacher is teaching in the conversation class of Mario English

Figure 2

The English teacher is making game in the conversation class

of Mario English Course
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Figure 4

The students are leaming in the class
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Figure 3

The situation teachingJearning process in the class
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Kepada

--, Yth. Sdr. Witajri Prasetio
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Assalamu alaikum Wr, Wb.
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yang saudara aj ukan dan sesuai hasil seleksi judul skripsi Jurusan Tarbiyah S'IAIN
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COURSE PALANGKA RAYA'

sr'laniutnya kanri nrenunjukimenetapkan penrbimbing skripsi saudara:

l. Dra. Halinrah. M. Pd sebagai Pembirnbing I

2. Dakir. N{..-\. sebagai Pembimbing II

Untuk itu kami persilahkan saud,ara segera berkonsultasi dengan pemhimbing

skripsi sebagoimana mestinya.

Wassalamu aiuihm Wr, Wb

An. Ketua
Ketua Jtrusarr yah,

Tembusan:

l. Yth. Ketua STAIN Palangka Raya Up. Pembantu Ketua I
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Aula STAIN Palangka Raya dengan penanggap Utama : Hj,RISTATI,M.Hurn Moderaror

: slrl SHoLEHA dan dinyat,kan lurus dapat diterima sebagai syarar penyeresaian

skripsi.
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PEMERINTAH KOTA PALANGKA RAYA

DINAS PENDIDIKAI\O PEMUDA DAN OLAH RAGA
Jalan R.A. Ikrtini Telp. (O$q '3222372 Fax' (0536) - 3221654
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Perihal
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hal sebagai berikut :

l. Petaksanaan diatuf dengan Kepala Sekolah yanS bcrssngkutrn agar tidak menSganggu

pehtsanaan kegiatan kursus.

2. hpuUiU rauUt- *lesai mengadatao Obsevasi/Peneliticn Eglr membuat_ laporan tertulis kepada

XLpaU Oinas nendidikan, pe;ude den Olah Rags Kota PslsBgka Raya dengan tembusan Kepala

Sekolah yang bcrsan gkutan.

3. Surat ijin OiservasiiRenelitian iEi bcdaku sejak t8r88sl I I S€plember s/d I I November 2009

(selama 2 bulan ).
4. iurat ijin Observasi/Penelitian ini tidak dapat dipergurrakan untuk kegiatan laiq sebagaimana

perilnl diatas.

Demikian surat Ijin observasi/Penolitian ini diberikan, atas perttstian dan kerja sama yang baik

diucapkan terimE kssih.
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DEPARTEAAEN A6AMA
SEKOLAH TIN66I AOAIAA ISLAAT NE6ERI

(srArN) PALANGKA RAyA

.lhumr tL G. Obttt lionqlcA Islanic Cttun:'l'tht. @536) J9lJ7. 2B5lt, 2ltiE l;ux 22105 I'ulangkan )\t 731l2

Nomor
Lampiran

Perihal

Palangka Raya, 9 September 2009

sti.15 8[L 00/ lou /2009
1 (Satu) Proposal.

Mohon liin Obsewas ilPenelitian.

Keoada

Yth Pimpinon Morio English Course
Polongko Royo

di-
Palangka Raya

Sehubung:n dengan salah salu tugas mahasiswa untuk mengakhiri studi
pada Sekolah Tinggi Agama tslam Negeri (STAIN) Palangka Raya adalah

membuat Skripsi, maka dengan ini kami mohon kiranya Bapak berkenan
memberikan lzin Penelitian Lapangan kepada :

Metode
Waktu Pelaksanaan

Tembusan :

1. \ th. Ketua STAIN Palangka Raya (Sebagai Laporan)
2.Arsip.

Wifajri Praseticr

040 1 12 0134

Tarbiyah I TBI

Strata ( 1 )
,llARIO English Course

TEACHINC SPEAKING FOR CONVERSATION I
LEVEL AT MARIO ENGLISH COURSE PALANGKA
RAYA
Obseruasi, Wawancara dan Dokumentasi
2 (dua) bulan, terhitung selak tanggal Septeml,rl
s/d Nopember 2009.

+\

Nama
NIM
Jurusan/Prodi
Jenjang
Lokasi Penelitian

Judul Skripsi

Sebagai bahan pertimbangan terlampir Proposal Penelitian, demtki;trr

atas perhatian dan pertimbangan Bapak disampaikan terima kasih.

Ln.Ketu
ban

AKAR HM MA

etua I

1231 1983031 026
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